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FOREWaBD
!Chis thesis entitled "Some EconoI:lic and Historical
Aspects of the Federa_l Income Tax Laws" \lH th spetial emphasis
on the 1928 Revenue Act, is divided into three main divisions,
nmne1y, first, historical development of federal income tax
ation in United States, seoond, income, as viewed by the
economist, accountant, and the court, and lastly, the deductions
permitted to be taken from gross income in arriving at net
taxable income.
A brief introductory chapter is devoted to the presentation
of vaTious theories of taxation as held by the leading economists
of the world.

The purpose of this chapter is the preparation

of a background of good taxation theory which may be borne in
mind while reading the conoept of taxation theory as viewed by
the courts and Congress.
The method of appr~~h hus been mainly that of presentation
of the facts

8S

they now stand, and the theories as held by the

econOJilist, the accountant. and the decisions af the various
agents of the govermnent, together with my own critical
statements.

The method of appr~l in the last chapter was

slightly diffeTent than in the two precceding chapters. due to
the lack of available material regarding the economist's concept
of deductions~ ~~ .
The most

diffic~lt

problem encountered in the writing of

this thesis was the discrimination

bet~,:"een

the essential and

non-essentail material available on the subject of federal
income taxation.
I want to thank Dr. Bri~denstine and Professor Camp
faT their assistance and encouragement during the period
!> o"Vt-og

in which this thesis was written.

~heir valuable suggestions,

together with the good books recommended to me on income by
Dr. Beckner, aided me in the organization of the material
amassed into a comparable for.m.
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INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER
LEADING THEOPJES OF TAXATION
The first important theory of taxation to be mentioned
is that of Dr. Taussig.

His theory is as folloV'ls:

A. tax is a compulsoJ:'y levy.

-'hen a. ci ty maintains a

fire department. improves the streets, maintains a police
department and s'upplie s several. se rVioes free to everyone,
everyone in tum is called on to can tribut·e.

It is

immaterial whethe r the indi vidaa1 01 ti zen is

airectly

or

indirectly benefitted a little or a great deal by the service.
A tax is exacted from all alike and wi tbout any regard to
the UBe made of the service by the individual.
It would be impossible to maintain these essential
services by voluntary cont ributione.

~here has been in our

history when the dange.r of peril combined the people's
spirits so as to grant sams of money to the government. but
under ordinary condit10ns. it would not be possible to secure
the

nec~esary

funds by donations.

I

"Men s willingness to

...

support public service does not grow apace with their
conviction of the need of the public servioe. R 1
The- question of the mode of apportionment is the p time
question in the principle of taxation.

In what manner shall

the individual. be compelled to contribute toward meeting tpe
expenses. of the public servioes:
proportion to gross income more

Is the system of paying in
e~uitable

or is the system of

paying more than proportion to gr088 inc*me the best?

There

are two answers to this question--one conservative and the other
more radioal.

J..

Taussig.

One is a system of proportinnaly taxation. while
!r;l?rincip~.es.0'£:;

Ec$oI.'1f-es ... PeL pOl'!

11

the other is a system of progression.
The system of proportion is qnite simple.

An individual

is compelled to pay only in proportion to his income. and
this, of course. leaves the rels. t1. ons between the different
incomes undisturbed.
their income.

The wealthier pay in accordance with

:L'he fact that some people are ric,her than others

does not enter into the question.

The taxes must be levied

and the indiViduals are oompelled to pay for the cost of the
public servioe.

Let all be treated alike and pay in accordance

to the amount of income received.

~he

social system is

considered equitable, by the advocates of the conservatives.
and the tax levied would not disturb the eXisting social

o~der.

The advocates of the progressi ve system claL'1 that the
prevailing social order is not perfect, and that the ta%ing
sys tem i BOlle

0f

the fact 0 rs whio h wo uld' ai d in changing it.

This system would c0Ill.Pel the very rich to pay. not only in
proportion to their inoome. but more than proportion.

This

movement has been olaimed as sooialistio and the conservative
group have as their argument the phras'e of Lie Culloch's that
when o~ you dt verge f rom the rUle of propo rtion •. you are at
sea without a rudder

olVoo~ass.

~he

argument that the rich

should pay in greater proportion than their income is the
mood of the people of to-day.
The~e

have been otber theories of taxation, such as.

"acoording to ability" or as the German1s express it "faculty";

,..

another. "the equality of sacrifice, but neither system has
offered any definite conclusioll as sa whether it would be more
justifiahle.

The,principle of ability does not draw any

111

definite conclusions on the question ot progression.
ques tion ari Bes on t he sub je ct of ablli ty
be measured.

BS

The

to how t his is to

Does the abill ty inorease in proporti an to the

increase in income?

~he fact that the burden is not so great

on the rioh as on the poor. does not mean that the poor do
not reoeive the public service in the same porportion.

It is not

possible to bring about an equalit,y of saorifice on the part
of the taxpayer.

All these problems of taxation lead back to

the: fundamental question of soobl justice and under the
present system of private property it is impossible to attempt
to apply the system of equality of sacri f ice.
~he

second economist to be presented is tilet ef Dr.

M. H. Hunte.r) who defines a t u as"a compulsory oontribution.
exaotea by public authori ty aooording to some gene ral rule.
the exp,nditllre of which is presumably for the oommon good
wi thout regard to benefi ts to special indi'Viduals."
As regards the flltuxe of income taxation, Dr. Hunter.
believes that eaoh suooessive income tax law 1n the United
States has shown progress in eliminating diificulties which
were apparent in earlier laws.

There are several advantages

which have proven helpful in the later laws. such as
information at souroe. in plaoe of personal declaration in
arriving a t

assessable income; corporations may make their

return based upon their fiscal year, rather than the c8lendar
year. and payment of the tax

~ey

be made in installments.

rather than in a lump sum as previously required. The future
+

looks more

favora~

upon inoome tax because it has proven

so productive. ~he administrative defects have been eliminated
to such a degree that it is the fi rst ranking source of
revenue in our fede ral fiscal ,yetem.

iT.

One of the most noted tax authorities in the world to-day
is probably Dr. Edwan R. A. Seligman.

One of his most

interesting oontrebutions is the evolution of the theory of
"ability to

Pay~h~

sta88S taken are as follows:

1.

Foll tax--result of primitive economic conditions

2.

l?m,perty tax--developed as a result of the unequal dis

tribution of wealth. the poll tax ceases to measure the
ability to pay and gives
3.

way

to the property tax.

Expenditure or Consumption taxes--this type of tax came

into prominence toward the close of the
sixteenth and seventeenth oenturies.

~iddle

Ages. and in the

Due to the tevelopment of

the economio order, them measurement of ability according to
expenditure has been virtually abandoned.
4.

~ax

on iroduot or Produce--this tax was designed to tax

only what was actually received.

~he

product was to be measured

by oatward signs suah as location of business. number of clerks.
etc.

~he

defects of this system lay in the failure to dis

tinguish between product resulting from the bounty of naiare;
lack of distinction between the net p:rod uce o?\. a piece of
property and the net revenue of the owner; end the impossibility
of providing a system of progression or regression.
5.

Income tax--which is the final state in the evolution of

taxation.

Dr. Seligman's final conclusion on income taxation is
"there is no doubt that in the struggle for social and fiscal
justice the income tax is assuming a co ntinually mo r,e
prominent part, and if we do not pitch our expectations too
high. we can understand why this should be so.

Under oertain

conditions the efficienoy of the income tax administration

v.
may gradually be imllroved. and under most conditions the

add i tion to the tax ays tern of the right kind of an income
tax constitutes an undoUbted step in advance.

To ascertain

what these condi tiona are, and what consti t~tea the righ t
kind of an income tax, is therefore a study eminetly
necessary." 1

...

One of the most famous of the economist of the classical
school, and perhalls one of the best known economist is
Adam Smith.

In addition to hhe contribution to the world of

his lassiez fairs theory. Adam Smith also contributed something
in taxation theory.

He developed four oanons of taxations which

are quoted as follows;
1. "The subject of every state ought to contribute towards the

SUPlIort of the government. as nearly as possible, in proportion
to their respective abilities; that is, in proportion to the
revenue which they respectfully enjoy under the protection of
the state.···
2.

The tax-whioh eaoh indiVidual is bound to pay-ought to be

certain, and not arbitrary.

The time of payment, the manner

of payment) the quantity to be paid, ought all to be clear and
plain to the contributor,' and to every other pexson*··
3.

Every tax ought to be levied at· the time, or in the manner
.

.

in whioh it is most likely to be convenient for the contributor
to pay···
4.

Every tax ought to be so contrived as both to take out and

to keep out of the pookets of the people as little as possible
over above what it brings into the public treasury of the state. 11 2
fhe feder'al inoome tax laws have followed the theory laid daVIn
by this famous economist many year ago, whether the lawmckers have
1.

~.ligman, Dr._E.·R.·'~~ rq:ncpme,!rax~" ~. 704

vi.
accomplished this fact consciously or not is not determineable
at this time.

~he

progressive rates of the revenue acts attempt

to compel people to pay in accordanee wi th ability and "in
propo1tion to the revenue which they respectfully enjoy under the
protection of the state."

there is a definite trend in the

four cannons that the BuGen of t axatiron should be dis tri buted.
According to Dr. Lutz. author and economist, the requirements
for a good taxing systan are seven axK in number and are as
follows:
1.

the tax rate
Fiscal adequacy--this is,liZ must be high enough

secure sufficient revenues for the

oper~tion

in order to

of the governmental

functions.
2.

Economy--it should operate in order to secure money for the

government With tbe least expense upon the people.
3.

Equi ty--the basis upon which the tax is leviedl should, be fair.

4.

Elasticity--the system should be one that adjustments may

be secured easily.
5.

Simplicity--the wording of the tax law should be expressed in

such a manner that all who read it many understand the requirements.
6.

Diversity--a number of different taxes collected to make up a

whole taxing system.
7.

Flexibility--the system should be so constructed as a change

may be made with least possible friction.

Our taxiBg system should aim at social and economic justice.
When the tax burden is increased, peop1e
fair basis of the tax.

beg~

to look to the

A taxpayer slbould pay on the b asie of

ability or benefits received.

It is rather diffiCUlt to measure

the benefits received when we live, as we do, in a co·mplicated

vii.

social and economic system.

It is usua.lly the individual who

receives the most benefits who is the least able to pay.

A

sound taxing system should be one in which just su:fficient funds
at1e raised as are necessary in order to carryon the functions

of the government.

OlUPTER I

HISTORY OF THE !BC{)!J1E TAX ACTS OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Income tax is the most reoent fom of taxation, and
ita modem aspect had its beginning in Great Britain in the
Act of 1799 as a measure of the Prime Minister, William Eitt.
The Pitt Act was amended by the Acts of 1803 and 1806, and was
temporarily repealed in 1816.

4 new act, based upon the content

and the experience of the old. was passed in 1842, and in l859}
Gladstone found in it a ready means of raising more revenue by
the simple expedient of inoreasing rates.

It was not until

1910 that Great Britain introduced. under the sponsorship of
Lloyd George, the system of progressively inoreasing rates
by means of a graded surtax.
Develoeent of Inoome fax in United States.
Incorne taxes in the United States date back to the
oolonial period.

In 1646) a law was passed by the Court of

4ssistant of the Massaohusetts Bay Company to tax produoe from
estates.

The 4ssembly of Rhode ISland,iD 167Z)passed a law

taxing the profits of merohants and tradesmen,
s1milar bill was passed by New Jersey.

~d

in 1684} a

While these taxes

were not fundamentally on income, they sbmJ definitely the
trend toward income taxation as opposed to a land or property
tax.

ShortlY before

ana

during the Revolutionary War, taxes

on the salaries of various professions were passed in Pennsyl
vania, Delaware. and Maryland.

Massachusettsjin 177', passed

a law taxing all taxpayers on the amount of money aooruing
from business sou1oes.

Later several other Hew England States

adopted it, but abandoned the law before the end of the 18th
t"...f0

oentury, except Massachusetts,..wH has

not repealed it, but

the law is not in force to-day.
The first suggestion of a federal income tax was
made in January, 1815. by Secretary Dallas as a me8DB of
securing funds to finance the war which was going on at that
time.

Had the war lasted about two months longer. there

probably would have been some taxation on incomes. as Secretary
Dallas stated that income tax would prove to be a very fruitful
sort of revenue.
fhere was no further consideration given this form
of taxation until the outbreak of the Civil War.
trace the development of the Federal

~come

In order to

Taxation, it is

oonvenient to oivide the development into the following gronps.
I.

Acts passeo during and

~diately

after the Civil War.

II. fhe Act of 1894. which was declared unconstitutional
immediately atter its passing.
III.!he lorporation
IV.

~h.

~o1Be ~ax

of 1909.

Income Tax Acts since 1913.

lech of these topios will be taken np in order given.
"'cts passed during and immediatelY following the Civil wi 8l'.
In order to meet the increased reqUirement for funds

to carryon the Ci vil

~"ar,

CODgress. on August 5, 1861, passeo

the first income tax law which provided for a levy of three
per cent on the annual income of every person residing within
the United States. who bad an.e t income from all sources, in
excess of $800.00.

The rate was five p,er cent upon incomes

""'ocruing upon any property. securities or stock mnaed in the
United States II by ci ti zene residing outside the United States.

!he tax levied on incomes derived from interest on Treasury
notes and other securi1aes of the Government was fixed at
only

1t per

oent.

Oongress evidently believed that income tax

was not a direct tax and could be applied Without apportion
ment)ana its constitutional rights were not questioned.
this Act no funds were collected

bec~use

Under

the Aot provided

that the tax was -not payable until June 00. 1862.

By spring

of 1862, a new revenue bill was prepared which was )mown as
the Aot of July It 1862.

!his Aot was to go into effect

on December 1 t 1862, and to be in force for four years. thus
no inoome tax was actuallY levied until 1863.
There were many features set forth in the Aot of 1862.
but only the income taxation section will be discussed.

In this

Act, the levy on the entire annual incomes of people residing
abroad was five per oent, and three per cent on the annuDl
income from all sour'ces whatsoever of every person residing in
the United States.

A new fe ature of rate di fferentiati on was

introduoed in this bill.

The rate was five per cent on incomes

in excess of t10,OOO.00 With an exemption of $600.00 for all
people residing in United States.
rate on incomes derived from
was also

ti

The one and one-half per

~reasury

feature of the Aot of 1862.

cent~

notes and Government Bonds
Another exemption

fest ure was introduoed in this Act...-that of Federal Gove rnment
officials who were

pe~itted

to deduct the total amount of

salary reoeived from the Federal Government in excess of $600.00,
in spite of the fact that they were specifically taxed at the
flat rate of three per cent of their salaries above the
speoific exemption.of"
1600.00 under another section of the seme
law.

The tax on governmental offic:lals I -salaries was to be

aeducted at time of payment of salaries.

In addition to a

tax on gross reoeipts of certain specified corpo rations.
railroads were required to withhold and pay over to the
government as a tax. three per cent on the interest of
their bonds and the dividends of t he:1n. stocks. likewise were
bankS. trust oompanies and saTins institutions required to
pay over a duty of three per cent on dividends and on
assessments added to their surplus or oontingent funds.

The

Act also had a provision whereby "all gains. profits on

...
income derived from advertisements, or on al11 articles

manufactured. upon which specifio stamp and aa valorem
duties shall have been directly assessed or paid"

should be

deducted. -This provision coula be interpreted to mean that
all business inoome could be exsnpt as the tax on manufacturea
articles practically applied to nearly allcommoditiesJand busi
ness inoomes might be interpreted as meaning income derived
from dealing in these commodities.

Fortunately. this be.dly

drawn up provision was not taken advantage of. and the Act of
the following year removed all dangeBr by the elimination of
the words "or on any articles manufactured."

This same

amendment aleo prOVided for the deduction of rent paid for
dwellings frc.m a taxpayer's income.
The tax was to be levi ed fa r thr ee ye are. beg inning
in July. 1863.

Everyone Was required to make a retur.n on his

income ,on a list or schedule to the assessor or assistant
assessor.

In case the income was not reported or the indivi

dual refused to report slIDe. the assessor was to assess the
income at his discretion.

If the assessor felt that the

income was und ersts. ted. be was p ri viledged t a inc reas e the

amount.

If an individual. under oath. declared that his

income was les8 than $600.00. he was exempt from pa,ment
of an income tax.

The law was put into foroe in Ju11. 1863, but it
was some time before themachinez:y was in working order.
~he

first two months of the fisoal year of 1863-64 1ielded

$173,700 on inoomes below .10.000; $277,461 on inoomesa above
.10.000; $1872 on inoomes from abroad, and $3637 on interest
on ibonds.

'The Commissioner of Internal Aevenue in his report

on Deoembe:. 1863, stated that "the present tax laws on the
whole ba.ve heen not me re11 endured, but welcomed by the people
in a manner it is believed elsewhere unpar.alled." 1
~he

Act of June 50, 1864, was enaoted because of

the increEtsed demand fo l' revenue to meet the up ens e
war.

~his

0

f the

Act oontinued the $600.00 exemption feature, but

ohanged several rates.

The rate of five per cent was levied on

incomes in excess of $600.00 to $5,000.00; seven and om-ha~
per oent on incomes in exoess of $5,000.00 and not exceeding
$10.000.00, and ten per cent on incomes exoeeding $10.000.00.

The provision for deduction of house rent was limited to
two hundred dol1ers, and that

if

a man lived in bis own house,

be was also permitted to deduct $200.00.

B~s, trust

oompanies, savings institutions, and insurance companies were
taxed at a rate of five per oent on their dividends.

Rai1

roads, oanals, turnpike and slack water companies were taxed
five per cent on their dividends and interest on bonds, and
the amount of the taxes were to be deducted from the sums due
\

the security holders.

SalaLtes in exoess of $600.00 per year

1 Report of the Commissi9uer of Internal Revenue for the year
ending June 30, 1863. Washington, 1864, pp 183-184

.ere t axed at five pe r cent.

~his

tax did not make a

distination of rates as applied to people living abroad.
The net profit from the sale of real .state or loss b1
sale of sarne. should be deolar,ed during the year the sale
was made.

A provision was made for the allowance of taxes

paid by cozporations for individuals.

Allowance was made

for repairs which was not to exceed the average for the
five preoeeding years, but no allowanoe was to be made for

aar

amou.nt paid out fo r new buildings. permanent improvements.

or any betterments to inorease value of property or estate.
~he

foreign oounoil of another country was also to be exempt •

.

provided that recaprooal priveleges were granted by foreign
governments.

~he

tax on gross reoeipt. of steamboat and

. IJ,N..O)

canal oompanies" two and one-half per cent, while toll roads.
ferries, and bridge companies paid three per cent. but this
increase in taxation might be added to the rates charged.
Express oompanies were taxed three per oent, insurance
companies,one and one-half per cent, telegraph companies.
five per cent. theatrical and similar enterprises. two per
cent. lotteries. five per oent, advertisements. three per cent.
All companies were oompelled to send in statements of gross
receipts annually.

In oase the firm neglected or refused to turn

ina statement, ten per cent fine was to be added.

Any attempt

at evasion was to be punished by a fine of $1,000.00.
The Act of 1864 has
future income tax aots.

se~d

as a model for all

Before the Act was put into operation,

several amendments were added which made up the Act of
Karch 3. 1865. which increased the rates to five per cent
on inoomes in exoess of $600.0' up to $5,000.00, and ten

per cent on incomes in excess of $5,000.00.
tive section of the Aot was improved in

The administra

s~Weral

particulars.

The assistant assessor was required to seoure the oath of
every individual making the return that the report was correct,
and if there was reason to believe it underst~ec1, the
officer bad aathori ty to inorease same.

In case en individual

failed to make a retuxn, the assessor, or assistant assessor,
was required to make out a report to the best of bis knowledge
and ability from the examination of suoh books and accounts
as available.

A fine of twenty-five per cent was to be added

in this instanoe, ana in oase there was a fraudulent return,
the fine was to be one hundred per oent, and possibly a fine
o~ $1,000.00. or imprisonment for not more than one year, or

bo*h.

If the assessor inoreased the return of an individual,

the taxpayer might appeal to the assessor in the district
showing books of aooount or other evidence in order to prove
the case.

The individual also had the right to appeal finally

to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

This Act of 1864 was

to continue in effeot up to and including the year of 1870.

In a report of Deoember, 1864, by Secretarr of Treasuryti
j'essen~¥)

it Was stated that "from the :results of experience,

as well as from all the infonnation reoeived, the Secretary is
well oonvinoed that muoh revenue f ails to be collected
through an imperfeot execution of the law, and more throngh a
fraudulent evasion of its provisions.***Time and effort Will, it
is hoped, remedy these evils in a great degree land the
oonfident expeotations of those who framed it be realizec1.

In the meantime. no effort should be spared to perfect

~.

as far as possible, and no experiment to inorease its

.ffiCienOy,~hiCh there

is reasonable hope of success, should

be left untried." 1
..,

The Commissioner of Internal Bevenue) in his report
of the same period discussed the improvements of that time.
During the fisoal year ending July, 1864, the income tax yielded
over $23,000,000.00.

In this same report, the Commissioner

oalleo attention to the diffioulties, conneoted with the
assessment of

fa~ers'

incomes and sated that -the best teat

of the yearly inoome derived from real estate is its rental
valne.

• rule

re~uiring

such income to be assessed on that

Tal.U. would be conveniently praoticable. and would obviate
the neoessity of the vexatLoUB inquisition now require4 in
asoertaining the oomparative Talue of liTe stock at different
periods of the year, the amount of butter, beef, mutton,
port, cheese, wool, hay. grain and ether produots sold or
on hand.

Estimates of these must needs be very unequal and

returns inoomplete,
distributed.·

-

ISO

that the burden of tbB tax is unequally

2

With the olose of the

CiYi~

War the qnestian arose as to

whether or not inoome tax should continue.

The maximum

amount oollected in any one year during this period was
.73,000,000.00 whioh was in 1866, while the total amount
reeeived under these Aots of the Civil War period was
$37£)',000,000.00.

There was a great deal of discussion after

the oloBe of the war regarding this system of revenue.
Espeoially at this time there was a need for a system that
would produoe the needed revenue.

1
2

In the winter of 1866-67)

Bep,ort of the Seoretary of the Treasury for l864,.q.lt
WaSQ1DStQD, 1864 P 15
Report of Commissions r of Interns]. Revenue for 1864,:" <J' .t
Waa1:ling"te 18ii. p i

the sub3ect was brought up again to Congress who decide4
to impose a tax ,of five per oent on all incomes over
.1,000.00.

~iB was tba Act of March 2. 1867.

Income was

decided to include the profits frcm the sale of real estate
purchased wittl1n a year or two years previous.

A tax was

also place4 on all premiums on gold or coupons, but the Act
did not state whether such premium was to be taxed if only
reali zed.

The farmer I s income also received 'some smenoments.

The new law provided that mcoma from the sale of live stock
was to be taxed.
of live stock.

~he

preVious laws had held taxable the amount

Deductions for losses sustained during the

year were permitted.

~here

were some

a~ministrstive

features

which provlde4 that t be delsy in payment was changed, from
ten per cent to five per cent with interest at the rate of
om per cent.

!fhe penal ty fo r failul'e to declare income

was increased fran twenty-five per cent to fifty per cent.
and one hum red per cent for fraudulent returu.

The date

of assessment was also changed from May 1 to March 1, and
the date the tax was payable was changed from June 30 to
April 30.

Kechanics or laborers employed by public works

were exempt from payment of tax.
file inoome tax

W8,S

to expire in 1870.

~he

readiness

111th which people submitted to the taxati on of income was no t
eVidence and 4imin1shed each ,ear.

~he

Commissioner of

Internal Revenue,in his report of December. 1869;

declared

hie favor in the continuance of the Income Tax Law by stating
that- whether we can part entirely with the receipts from
this source of revenue, and if not, whethe r any substi. tute
can be devised more just and

e~itable.

and leas burdensome

to tax payers. ··*·*Ky opin1on is that. so long as a large
1.Dtemal revenue is requireO by t he official necessities
of the government. a portion af that revenue should be
cOlleoted from incomes.
~his

and forcible.

The reasons for this seem apparent

tax reaches simply the profits of

trade and business, and the increased wealth of individuals
from investments." I

On June I, 1870, Congress again took up the matter of
inoome taxation.
a

bil~

The Oommittee of Ways and Means bad reportea

to reduce the revenue by nearly thirty-four millions,

but did not p.ro·via. for the abandonment or reduction of income
tax. giving preference of abolishment of inheritance tax.
sales tax. gas tax. tax on gross reoeipts and many other
special taxes.

~he

important factor introduced in this bill

was the exemption up to t.l5QQ00.

After many heated debates.

the House votea to continue the tax. increase the exemption
up to #2000.00, and reduce the rate to three per cent.

It

was then taken to t he Senate whe re it met with defini te
opposition.

The Senate voted to strike out the Housels

income tax b111 by 34 to 23.

When the reports of the deficit

oame in the amount wss larger than anticipated. and with the
)

abolishment of the income tax, the situation reached a
critical point.

The

p~blem

was turned over to the Commdttee

on 'inanee for further oonsideration.

~he

problem was

finally settled by imposing a tax for the ,ears 1870 and 1871.
at a rate of two and one-half per cent on incomes over
",000.00.

~he

Act also contained some important changes

in administration •. such as. only individuals receiving
incomes in the exoess of $2,000.00 were required to submit
a

~eport;

that no official was pennitted to publish in any
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manner income

rer~rts

except general statistics without the

individuals I or fiDns' names; that the assessor oould not
increase an individualls return without first

ad~isiD1r

the individual who made the return; the last one was that
no penalties were to be imposed upon individuals failing to
make their return unless they were advised by the assessor
and given reasonable time to appear and their case heard.
~bese

tax proper.

changes mentioned abeve applied to the income
The tax as it applied to salaries and on govern

ment securities was confusing.
ing assessment dates.

The confusion arose regard

When the tax was first applied in

1862, the perioQs of assessment were different.

The income

tax proper was always assessed on income of the preoee4ing
year, while the

t~es

on salaries, interest and dividends

were levied as they came due and were paid.

When the law of

1862 went into effect on August 1st, interest, dividends,
end salan es were taxed only from tllat date, while taxes
on inoome proper reeeived were assessed for the preceeding
year.

fhis disparity Was pointed out during the many

discussions of 1870.

Senate, as a resUlt of this, voted

that income tax proper to end on August 1,/870, and that
the tax on interest, dividerils, and salaries, would eontinue
until J.ugust I, 1671. so that there would be eqUality between
the two,.

When it was deemed necessary that the tax oontinue

beyond the year of 1870, this disparity was lost sight of.
and it was finally decided that tax on interest, dividends,
ani salaries should ontinue only through the year 1871.
~he

final ou'**om., was that t,he old five per cent tax on

4ividends and salaries continued until August I, 1870,and
the new rate of two and one-half per oent, was levied dunng

tbe year 1871.

With the close of 1870, the tax on salaries~~JL

dividends ceased, while the rest of the income tax was still
assessed
~he

~

1872, although it was on income received in 1871.

fiscal condition of the country was improving verI

rapidly. and after 1872 no one ventured to vote the
of income tax.

continu~ce

~

A motion was !ride in 18'11 to discontinue

it immediately. but it was not oarried.

The income tax was

permitted to die a natural death in 1872

"~XD

as it was

not ne.ded fo r revenue purp oees.
!he fallacies of the Aots of the Civil War 12 riod may
be summed up under those which resulted as mistakes of
theory, those which resulted in exagerated

exemPtions.~hers

may be charaoterized as laxit)ty of administrative methods
and deiective provisions.
The theol'1 of the tax was a mistaken one becauee so
far as we know, there are onll two kinds of income tax,
8toppage at source and lump sum.

~he

stoppage at source

method of income tax was only slightll adopted by the Civil
War legislators and this applied tt> the 8alariesof
governmental offici8J.s and the securities of certain designat
ed oorporations.

~he

tax was the lmnp sum.

other method of collection of income
~here

was no reason why the theorl

of stoppage at source coUld not have applied to all oorpora
tions !netead of a designated few and also, why this method
was not applied to all salaries of people employed in
corporate organizations as well as to the income from
corporate seourities.

Had the theorl of the tax been

applied to all, ao a stoppage at source tax, the probable

history of the tax would have been a very different one.
!he second shortooming of the

Civil~'ar

Income Tex

Laws was the faot that exemptions were too high.

This high

exemption. especially after IB70, opened a way for muoh
evasion and fraud.
The laxt1>i ty of the adminis trative system was keenl.1'
felt.

'!t i8 verI essential to have good administration

regarding the assessment of incomes.

!fhe fact that everyone

lIla.s required to hand in returns necessitated go od supervisi on.
!fhe greatesrmistake 1n administrative activities was in the
powers given to the assistant assessors.

The assistants

ooull ask questions and even could eJema:ld acoess to the
books of the taxpayer.

It is true t bat the questi on would

not have to be answered, but a failure to answer might
lead the assistant to believe that fraud was being attempted,
and as it was not until one of the later aots that the
taxpayer was protectea from additional assessment without
notifications. his tax could be

raiee~witbDut

any recourse.

One of the grave mistakes of this period was the fact
that,as these men were poorly paid, the ones employe4 were
usually not preparetS to attempt the wo rk.

In a number of

cases the men were bribed and IDeae any sort of bargins which
were possible wi th the taxpayers.

~he

publicity which

\II&-flt~

given the returns at first. also oaused a great deal of
evasion of the law as it was not unt U 1870 that any so rt
of seoreoy was provided for.
There were mistakes in prinoiple Which oaused no en4
of confusion as the law itself was confused and indefinite
regarding certain aspeots.

~

The ohief ones of this nature

14:

were the uncerta1nity of the oalculation of famer 1 s profits.
the sale of real estate. and the rental value on homesteads.
!he Civil lar Income Tax
deal regarding the 1iscal

~

~turns

Laws accomplished a great
as ~Yielded at that time

over one quarter of the entire revenue of the country at a time
when funds were needed to meet outstanding debts.
of the tax lay in its administration and theory.

~he

fault

Evasion

was exoeedingly oommon and during its last year. the income
tax beoame tho roughly unpopular.
Income Tex Law of

189~

When Oleveland became Presid ent in 1892, the financial
cOllditlon af the country was at a very low ebb.

It Was

necessary that some sort of revenue be provided for the
government,as it was f acing a serious problem of eliminating
its deficite.
fhe f !rst indicati ons of an income tax was made by Oongress
in December, 1893. which was to apply on corporations'
income.

This bill met wit h t be favo l' of Presid ent Cleveland.

but was opposed
~here

~

by many of the leading members of Congress.

were many debates carried on regarding the prols and

conls of income tax.

It was finally made a law August

28. 1894. Without the signature of the President.

fashioned after the old CiVil War Acts.

It was

Its chief features

were:
January 1. 1896,

1UlS

the date that tax was to begin.

~he rate was two per cent on an excess above $4000.00. end

all "gains, profits, and incomes derived from any kind of
property. rents, interest, diVidends, or salaries, or from

protession. trade. employment or vocations"were to be c1asse4
income.

Q~wM~t~

The preoeeding calender year was the period the/tax/was

to he levied.

It applied to people residing in the United States •

•r those who resided

abroa~

but reoeived their income fram

lbe,re was an important section of the aot which

Wd

devoted

to the explanation of income and what constitute4 income under
The chief points of the act •••• :
include all interest from seourities except federal
taxable as such.l?rofits from sale of real estate
two years previo<1l8 was to be considered as taxable income.
was to include all fruit. produce. and any stock sold
the year. less expenses. and less his own consumption of
Any property inherited or received by gift was income.
o improvement or betterment of real estate was considered de4uctable.
one would be permitted to deduct the expense incurred in
on an oeoup.ation. interest on indelrtedness. losses
sustained. and bad debts.

The indiVidual was not oompe11

to include taxes paid at source by other indiViduals or
Salaries of state. county, or municipal officer were
<. be exempted from income taxation.
Inclllded in this Act was a tax on oorpo ration. companies. or
sociations operating for profit
eluding partnerships.

~he

~

in~United

States. but not

rate was to be the same. but abatements

The income of caperations was decided to
elude profits after deductions of expenses. operating and
on bonded or other indebtedness.

The income

amounts to which any fllnds were applied from

This tax did not apply to any municipalities •

.

tstes. counties. building or loan associations. cha~iable
or fraternal orders, mutual insurance
bank or societies under certain conditions.
Any person of lawful age. reoeiving income over $4.000.00
reqUired to make out a retUln of income to the Collector
or :Deputy Collector.

The Colleotor or Deputy Colle otor was

secure the oath of the indiVidual filing the return
accu.r ate.

amount of the return might be inc reased

~he

11 there was doubt regarding the trathfnlness of the report.

raUdulent returns were penalized fifty to one hundred p.r cent.
hese ohanges in the report were not to become final unless
was given sufficient time to plead his case.
judgement was final.

The

If an ind_i vidual refused •• make or

the collector had the right to inspect the
ooke and oompel the indiVidual to give information so that the

rrec~~r

report be fi184.

Xvery oorporation or business assooiation was require4 to make
return of its fall profits even if Buch profits were more or less
hen .4,000.00.

The books might be inspected also in this case 1f

;Ilere was ~ rea~on to expect my fraudulent
report of income.
~erDment

0

r refusal to make

Fraudulent reports were fined fifty per oent.

officials' tax was to be paid at souroe.

July 1. was the date d eo1 ded upon for payment ·of the tax
a year that ended the preoeeding December
In•• rest at twelve per cent and a penalty of five per cent
be levied on all delayed payments.
The 'ct prOVided for the seoreoy of returns.

Bo official

I the government was to diVUlge any faot contained in an income

report or pennit anyone to see a report of another indiVidual

t autno 1'1 zed to bl law.

~he

law prohibited the printing of

xegar4ing the inoome return of an

individua~.

fbe

these provisions was to be panishable with a fine
of tl.OOO.OO or imprisonment not exoeeding one year, or both.
!lhe many defeots of this law may be mentioned as follows:
~he $4,000.00

exemption did uot app11 to oorporati ons, thus)

a man reoeived $3,000.00 from oorporate dividends} it was taxable.
same amount from another so,tn'oe would be exempt from

~he
1"

tax applied to all personal. property reoei ved from gifts

inheritance, and this was not fair b eoause inheritanoes are
and are generally taxed b1 states.

If a man reoeived

as a gift there would be no taxation.
~he

aot did not exempt the salaries of the

~resident

and

JUdges.
~nere

was no proviaion made for the colleotion at source

oept in the case of tne Feaeral employeese
Fazmers were permitted to deduot food oonsumed for their
use. therefore, it was not fair to all taxpayers.
lio distinc tion was mad e between eamed and unearlJ8 d inoome,
wtAY
l'

was there exemptions allowecl for the size of the famil,.

This inoome tax law was renclered unoonatitutional by
of the Supreme Coo.rt of the Unitecl States.

There

deoisions rendered by the Supreme Court whioh
a bearing upon t he Act of 1894.
~hese

cleoisions are:

• Hylton VB. Unite4 States, 3 Dallas 171 (1796)
• iaeific Insuranoe Co., va. Soule, 7, Wallaoe. 433 (1868)
Veazie Bank va. Fenno, 8, Wallaoe 331 (1874)

4.

50halel va. Bew, 2a, Wallace, a31 (la74r)

5.

Springer vs. United States, 102, U. S. 586 (lB80)

fhe clause.Q,involving eaoh of these cases were "Bepresenta
t1ves and direct taxes shall be apportionea among the
several states which mal be included within this Union
aooording to their respectiw nmnbers, whioh shall be
determined bl adaing to the whole number those bonna to
servioe for a long term of years, and excluding Indians
not taxed, three-fifths of all other persans."

wBo

capitations or other direot tax shall be laid unless in
proporticm to the oensus hereinbefo re di rected to be t sken.·
The first aeoision was in regard to a tax on oarriage
which could not be lai4 by the rule of apportionment witp-Out
great ineQ.ualit1 and inJustiQe. and, therefore, the constitution
oould not have intended then, that an apportionment should
be made.

The Oourt h'eld that the tax on oarriages was an

exoise tax, therefore, indirect.

Chancellor Kent made a

remark of this case saying that) "The bette r opinion seems to
be that the direct taxes oontemplatea by the Oonstitution
were only two, namely. a oapitation or poll tax. ana a tex
on lana."
.
~he

second case was conoerning the validity of tax

on reoeipts of insurance oompanies from premiums.

The court

held unanimously that the taxes were not direct taxes, there-

fora, vall4.
The third decision wMcb. was rendered by Chief Justioe
Chase, was that a tax of ten per cent upon the no tes

0 l'

circulation of state banks was not a direot tax. therefore valid.

19

fhe fourth case held that inheritance taxes were valid.
that is. ind i:reet taxes. under the Acts of June 30. 1864
and July 13, 186S.
The last decision concerned itself more cl08el1 with the
income tax law.as it was held by Mr. Justioe Swayne that J
-!he central and oontrolling questi on 1n this case is whethe r
the tax which was leVied on the income. gains. and p11)fi ts t
of the plaintiff in error. as set forth in record*****is a
direot tax" and he a41sad his decision with "Our conclusions
are that direct taxes wi th1n the meaning of the Oonstitut ion
are on11 capitation ,taxes a. exp:ressed in th.t instrument and
taxes on real estate, and that the tax of which the plaintiff
'/)

in error complains

O~With1n

the categor1 of an excise or

dut,." 1

...

there is same inoonsistenoy in this decision in that a
tax on real estate is a direct t ax and a tax on income is a
duty tax.

This inconsistency was not overlooked because after

the passing of the Income Act in 1894. Charles Fo11ock of
Massachusetts bronght snit against the Fanners Loan and
!rust Company.

He oharged that the firm was going to pay a

tax of ~o per cent on the income in excess of $4.000.00 which
payment would lessen the profits to be distributed to the
shareholders.

It was held that the law was unconstitutional.

null and void.for numerous reasons.

and among others. because

the income of the Trust Company was in p,art. from real estate.
and fram stock and bonds of states of United States and
counties and municipalities.
1

Springer

VB.

United States, 102. U. S. 686 (1880)

At this same timet -.D.J other cases were being prepared
regarding the problem invovled in the case of Pollock va.
Barmers' Loan and Trust Company.

Briefs were being prepared

by prominent men for and against the 'Valiclitl of the ineane
tax.

Bome attacked it on its laak of uniformity. others. its

disorimination. and others still argued that it was a direot
tax in acoordance with the tenus of the Constitution.
Those in favor of the tax asserted that it was no t a
direct tax. that the uniformi tl required by the Const itu.tion
was s imply a geographical unifermi ty. that a tax on income was
not a tax on land. espeoial11 since much land dcee not produ.oe
income.
The final deoision regarding the Income Tax Aot of 1894
was rendered by Chief

Justioe Fuller, who, held that:

"A tax on rente or income of real estate is a direct tax
wi thin the meaning of tha t term as used by the Consti tnti on

of the United States.

A tax upon the income derived from the

interest en bonds issued by mtpicipal corporations is a tax
upon the power of the state and its instrumentalititBs
borrow

mone~,
.:

to

and is conseq,uently :repugnant to the Constitution

of tb.e Un! ted States.·

1

The Court also held that as much

as the Act as providea for levying taxes on income derived
from real estate or from interest on munioipal bonds was
invalid.
~here

were three questions upon which t he court was

equally divided, namely:

1.

Whether the 'Void provi si on as to rente and income from

real estate invalidated the whole act.

I.

Ihether

8S

to the inoome from p.rsonal property was to

be considered a direot tax and render the act unoonstitutional,
and
3. 'Whether any part of tax. if not considered as a direct tax.
was invalid for want of unifonnity.
~he

Pollook case was rendere4 April a, 1895. whioh

definitely showed that no inoome tax oould be levied without
Oonstitutional amendment.
the inoome tax law was

bel~

On J.lay 20. by a bare majority of one.
to be unoonstitutional.

~l.

conclusion of the Court is summed up as follOWS:

I.

wWe adhere to the opinion alrea4y announced. that taxes
..,
...
on real estate being und1sputably direct taxes, taxes on the
rents or inoomes of real estate are equally direot taxes.
2.

We are of the opinion that taxes on personal property

or on the incomes 0", personal property, are likewise direot
taxes.
3.

~e

tax imposed by sectLon twenty-seven to thirty-seven,

inclusive of the Act of 1894.

80

far as it falls on the incomes

of real es tate and of pe rsonal prop erty. being a direot tax
within the meaning of the Oonstitntion, and, therefore. un
oonstitutional and void because not apportioned aocording to
representation. all those sections constituting ... entire
eaheme of taxation. are necessarily inval.id. It 1
Thus was the fate of the Act of 1894.
the Coxporation Excise

~ax

of 1909

Section thrity-aight of the Aot of Congress of August
6, 1909. entitled "An Act to jrovide revenue. equalize duties
~

and encourage the 'industries of the United States, and for
other purposes" prOVided that certalD corporations, joint

1. POllOCk vs. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co •• 157 U.S. 429, 158 U.S
...

~l\'1

stock oompanies•. an" insurance oompanies should be "subj'ect
to pay annually a speoial exoise tax with respect to the
carrying on er do ing business by suoh co rpo rati on. joint
stock company or association. or insurance oompany, equivalent
to one per. oentum upon the eatire net income over and above
:five thousand dollars received by it from all sources durins
luoh l ' ar. "
l"l

~his

law was passed without the customary long debates

and exoeedingly hasty in the closing hours of a long session.
Jmong i.ts tulusual features was the fact t bat this bill was
never before the House for consideration·or vote whioh *&8
verI different sinoe all revenue bills are to originate tn
the Rouse.
Some thought that since the £ot.according to its title,

-

pl'opoaed to "encourase the industries in Unitea States"

-

would not single out industrial corporations for taxation.
fhe oorporation act gre/out 01 the proposed "war tax"
of 1898.

~his

bill provided a right to tax the franchise of

oorporations on the basis of their gross earnings. or
reoeip ts. and it emanatedfrcm the Senate Finanoe Committee

as an amendment to the re-venue act.

~his

bill met with so

much opposition tbat Congress finally Jassed the "Sugar-Trust"
and "Standard Oil Trust" Aot in place of it. This aet
...
provided that every corporation or company which refine petro

leum or sugar or oontrolled any pipe lines for transporting
oil or other produots, and whose gross receipts exceeded

.250,000.00 such corporations woull. be required to pay
annUally a speoial excise tax of one quarter of one per cent
on all gross reoeipts.

At once this bill was claimed to be unconstitutional
and that it conflicted with all the prinoiples laid down in

~

~ Pollack oase.

Company

V8.

• osse. the Spreokels Sugar Refinning

Yo Olain, in whioh the law was deemed oonstitutional

by the Supreme Court.

The deoision was very important beoause

it not only retr.acted the deoision in the Pollook oase. but
it provided a means by which the oonstitutional restrictions
of direct taxes might be avoided.

The oorporation tax act of

1909 was not proposed and passed as a desirable addition to
the fis8&1 system.

Its purpose was to defeat the general

inoome tax and raise money to meet a temporary defioiency.
The first and most important oase brought to court under
the new bill of 1909 was the oase of Stella P. Flint, General
Guardian vs. Stone-Traoy and Company.

The

Sup~me

Court

held that this was an indirect tax and that assessment would
1Dclude not only income directly f rom business. but also
income from munioipal bonds and from other property not
directly or aotively used in the corporate business.
~ustice

Mr.

Day stated that the differenoe between the Income Tax
~ax

of 1894 and the Corporation Exoise

of 1909. nis

no~

aerely nominal. but rests upon substantial differences between
the m••• ownership of property and the actual doing of
busine8s in a oertain .ay.

fhe tax direotly on income from

property has an element of- absolute and unavoidable demand
which makes ita tax on property merely because of its
ownership.

In

t~es

on privileges the element of absolute

anei unavoidable demand is lacking." 1
'"

1. !tint v. Stone Tracy Co. {19l1) 220 U. S. 107.

as a result
Before the Sixteenth Amendment. the oases which arose/
o~

the various taxes leviec1 by the federal government, showed

definitely tkat taxes on acts or oocupations are excise taxes,
'which may be 1evied by tbe Go~mment wit~ apportionment
among the States according to population.

&xcise taxes were

not to be limited to the manufacture and sale of oommodities,was
~

the trend of view at that time.
~he Sixteenth Amendment

to the Constitution was brougbt

about by en urgent need for the right to levy a direct tax upon
inoome of the people of the Uni ted States wi tbout apportionment
according to population.

~he

amendment marks an advanoe in

the political hiator, of the oountry. as it

strenghthe~the

power of the central govexnment in time of war so that it
oould secure funds wi thont inc reasing tariff.
Senator Brown. of Bebraska, proposed the Amendment on
April 28, 1909, which was "Congress shall have the power to
...

lay end oollect taxes on incomes and inheritances, frcm
whatever sources derived, without apportionment among the
States, without reference to an1 oensus or

enumeration.n~

After some debate and discussion, the amendment was changed to
rea. "Oongress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on
income from whatever souroe derived without apportiomnent
among the several states, and without regard to any census
or enumeration." 1
~he

Senate passed the resolution on JU11 5, 1909. b1

unanimous vote and the House a week later by a vote of
318 to 14.
1.

Congressional Record, Vol. 44. pp 4109, 4120

The Amendment was then passed on to the States for
consideration when the various legislatures convened.
~endment

The

was finally deolared ratified by the States,

ll'ebruaxy 25, 1913.

Th.is Amendment made constitutional th.e

levying of income taxes by the Federal Government without
apportionment.

lresident Wilson. on October 3, 1913, signed

the Revenue Act of 1913, the first of a series of income tax
acts.

It became effective on March 1, 1913.

Although tie law

was passed October 3, 1113, retroactive to Karoh I, 1913,
it was in effect only ten months of 1913.

The Act profidea

for a nomal and graduated surtax on individua1s and a flat
rate on corporations.

Corporations paid for the entire year

of 1913, so it can be said that the I%cise Tax of 1909. was
absorbe4 by the Bevenue Act of 1913.

The Act of 1909 providea

.

for an exemption of 15,000.00 fo,r corpo rations, but this
exemption was discontinued by the new law, but the one
cent rate remained uncbangeCi.

pe l'

Individuals were allowed an

exemption of '3,000.00, and t4,000.00 if married and living
with spouse.

~he rate was also one per cent for amounts
•

above .3,000.00 or .,,000.00 Aepending upon the indi~idual
who maae the return.

The surtax was one per oen. on inoomes

above 120,000.00 up to $75,000.00; three per oent over
.75,000.00 to $100,000.00; four per cent on $10ooQOO.00 to
.250,000.00; five per cent on $250,000.00 up to $500,000.00;

ana six per oent on incomes o,ver $500 .000.00.
~e

Act included the stoppage at souroe clause and a

self assessment system, which Was a feature of the Civil War
Acts and was practiced under the exoise law of 1909.

!he

Government provided blanks for the self sseessment featurejand
the tupayer filed info:rmation which served as the basis for
the oalculation of the tax.
The constitutionality of the graded surtax was attacked
on the basis that it was repugnant to the due process olanse
of the Fifth ~endment. and that the maximum rates were
confiscatory wi thin the meaning of the same amendment.

The

Supreme Court declared the surtax of 1913 legal and consti tuti anal.
~he date. Karch 1. 1913. remains the basic date for

calculs,ting valaes of property up to the present date.
The Uevenue Act of 1916. was passed on September 8. 1916.
effective Janu.ary 1. 1916. for the purpose of securing more
revenues than obtained under the Aot of 1913.
specifically non-resident aliens.

~he

This Act included

provisions for deductions

were extended to incluae those losses which occured fram
activities entered into for a profit. and a loss resulted.
even though it was no,t conneoted with the taxpayer's regular
business.

~he

normal rate for individUals and corporations

was increased to two per cent and t,he surtax rate was also
considerably increased.
~he

greater need for funds was the reason that the Aot

of March 3. 1917. was passed whioh increased rates over that
of 1916.

~here

were iew taxes oollected under this act/the

only ones were those of oorporations whose fiscal year ended
in

the spring and summer. such corporations paid taxes SUbject

to the Act of Uctober 3. 1917.

This later Act was passed as

an amendment to the Aot of 1916 and effective as of January 1.
1917.

The phrase

~1nformation

at source" was substituted for
..,
"stoppage at souroe" exoept 10 the case of non-resident aliens

and the case of tax-free bonds.

At about this same time/

the jxcess-profit ~ax Aot of March 3, 1917, was passed which
taxed the "business income" of individuals, partnerships, ani
....

corporations.

~his

was actually a war measure, as United

States entered the Wor~War on April 6. 1917.

Borms1 and surtax

rates were increased, and the excess-profit tax rates were
as high as sixty per cent in some instances.

Deduction of

excess-profit tax was per.mitted against the income of an in
4ividual~or

corporation'. income, both for normal and surtax

purposes.
A oomplication arose which was difficult to solve due
to the fact that the tax rates of 1917 were superimpose4
upon the 1916

1ev~.

The Revenue Department was confronted

wi th the problem of applying varying rates of two separate
laws to the income of a given year.

The normal and pe reonal

exemption for 1916 remained in force, but there was another
rate of two per cent imposed upon individuals, with the
exemption of i1.oo0.00 for Si~ people, $2.000.00 for marrie4
persons liVing with spouse, or heads of families.

An exemption

of .200.00 for each. dependent other than spouse was another
feature of this Act under the nor.aal rates.

A rate of six

per cent was leviea upon corporations by adding

8

:four per

.ent tax to the two per cent tax provided by the 1916 Act.
Sutax rates) r8.ng~ from one per cent to five percent were
luper1mposed upon those o:f.the 1916 law.

The maximum surtax

rate for 1917 was sixty-three per cent; normal tax, four per
oent, a total tax of sixty-seven per oent.

This was the

highest rate ever levie d before.
~e

Exoess-Yrofit Tax of the 1917 act provided for an

eKoess-profi t tax on

business~

inoome in excess o:f a certain

exemption.

With the exoeption of a flat rate of eight per

oent, the rates were graded

and

applicable to di ffe rent

brackets, each bracket being subject to a specified rate of
excess-profi t tax. and eaoh b raoket being dependent upon
inves ted oapi tal.

Fo r example t 20

% of net incmne between

excess-profit credit and 16% of invested oapital. was the
rate imposed upon the first braoket.
Domestio co rpOl' atiens were entitled to an excess profit
oredit of #Z,OOO.OO. and domestic partnerships. citizens, or
resident aliens. were entitled to a $6.000.00 oredit.

Foreign

oorporations and partnerships and non-resident aliens were
entitled to a credit of the same percentage of invested capital
for the year in whioh the average annual net income of the
pre-war period. (1911, 1912, 1913) was of the invested oapital
for the same period. was more than nine per cent.

If the

invested capital cou~not be ascertained, the credit was
determined by takLng the average credit for traie of industry
1nvolved.

Where the invested capital was nominal or could not

be ascertained. the rate was eight per cent of t

he

net inoome

in exoess of the speoified exemption mentioned above.
~he

war expenditures were so great that the revenues

seoured from the Aot of 1917

w.vuv
W8S

not suffioient. so this

inoreased demand for funds necessitated the passing of the
Inoome Tax Aot of 1918.

Before the Presiient signed the bill,

the war was ended, but the bill was passed and beoame effecti W
as of January 1, 1918.
a revenue aot by itself.

It Was unlike the law of 1917, it was
Congress had employed the services

of many expert tax authorities in the construction of this
law as well as the oooperation of the oitizens who wolunteered
the1r services,in order to aid the 1mport&lt war measure.
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There was SOlDe technical improvement in this law, but in spite
of this. the Act merely promulgated the faulty Act of 1917.
~he

excess-profits on individuals and partnerships was

diecontlnued. but the rates imposed, upon c orpo rations were as
high as eight per cent.

The seme Aot provided for reduotion

in 1919 and snbseqnent years of the income tax rate, whioh was
twelve per oent, and the surtax. the maximum rate whioh was
sixty-five per oent. but only a nominal reduotion.

The rates

reduced were, income tax rate to ten peroent, aaximum surtax
remaining at sixty-five per cent, while the excess pr.'it rates
were reduced to twenty per oent for the first bracket, and
forty per cent for the seoond praoket.

It is to be noted that

the year 1917 was the only year that-indiv1duals and

partne~

ships were subject to any exoess-profit tax and that 1917 was
the first year that partnerships were sUbject to any form of
tax.

All previous

~~

inc4me taxa. were levied on indiVidual

members of a partnership, but nct the members as a partnership.
The individual partners still paid taxes in 1917, but the
partnership paid the excess pxofit tax, which was deductable
from the income of the individual members of the partnership
in the determination of their net inoome for tax purposes.
The Revenue Act of 1921 became a law with the signature
of President Harding on November 23, 1921.
as of January 1. 1921.

The Act

~as

effectige

The excess-profit tax on oorporations

was continued only for the year of 1921. but the rate was
increased from ten per cent to twelve and one-half per cent.
The law was,in the majority of its sections. similar to the
}(avenue A4it of 1918.

The effect of increasing the rate

two and one-half per cent on corporations was an additional
burden upon the corporations earning a low rate of return on
investment.

~he

rates imposed upon individuals for the lear

1921 were different than those which applied in 1922 and sub
sequent ,eara.

The maximum surtax rate for 1918 Act was

sixty-five per cent, which continued through 1921. but in
1922, it was reduced to fifty per cent.
important changes in the act.

!there were some other

In order to discourage gifts

as a means of evasion, the one who received the gift had to
account fo r it

DXBJIDIt1I

in the same manner as the donor would

have been compelled to if the

p~perty

had been sold.

Another

provision provided for the inclusion of capital gatn which
resulted fmom the sale of property held for investment,bl the
taxpayer. for at least two years.

There were also liberal

.

provisions relative to the reorganization of corporations
and to the transfer of property to a .uccessor c01poration.
The continued hiSh rates of income taxation, which
remained in force after the World War haa ended. finalll
reoeived attention bl the enaotment of the Revenue Act of 1924.
This law did not reduoe the rate on corporations. but it
relieved the burden on other inoome taxpayers.

In addition,

many of the exel•• taxes and so-caJ.1ed "nuisance" taxes were

abolished.

Further relief was prOVided in the twenty-five

per oent tax discount allowed noncorporate income taxpayers
on their tax liability for 1923, and in the lnadequate1l
reduced rates applicable to the so oal1ed "earned income."
!be greatest aohievement of this act was the creation of the
united States Board of Tax Appeals.

The Board assured everl

ene an impartial review of a oontested tax liability prior to

the payment of the tax.
•

U~lIlf ~ argue

Theyreduoed the arguments of "pal

afterwards"

~he

constant pressure brought

abo~ by

the people

for the reduction of the tax xate and the simplification
of the tax law,led to the passing of the Revenue Act of
1926, on February 26, 1926.

Radioal reduction on rates

and many other changes were made effective as of Januerl 1,
1925, so that the Act of 1924, was in reality in effect

during that year, 1924.

The principal changes were made

in the rates in the Act of 1926.

The law was not simplified

to any extent, in spite of the intention to do so.

The

normal and surtax rates were reduced to one and one-half
per cent for the first $4,000.00, three per oent on the
second $4,000.00 and the balance taxed at five percent,
as oompared with two per cent, four per cent, and six
per cent of the 1924 Act.

Surtax rates ranged from one per

cent on $10,000.00 to $14,000.00 to "entl per oent on
incomes over .600,000.00, as compared with one per cent to
forty per cent of the previous year.

The rate on oorporations

was increased to thirteen per oent for 1925, and thirteen
and one-half for 1926, and thereafter, as compensation for
the loss of the oapital stock tax.

Personal exemption waB

inoxeaaed from $2,600.00 to $3,500.00 for married persons
living with spouse, or heads of families, and $1,000.00 to
lL,600.00 fol' others.

Earned inoomes (maximum)

~
wa& increased

from $10,000.00 to $20,000.00. but the eomplioations involved
in the computation of inoomes received in this manner were

increased.

The Acts of 1913 and 1916 failed to distinguish

between the two olasses of income.

Through a le,islative error

in the Act of 1917. the earned income was charged with a
higher rate than unearned income.

The Act of 1924. limited

the application to maximum earnings of flO.OOO.OO and defined
earned income in such a way that the inoome of all noncorporste
taxpayers .~s taxed as though the first t5.000.00 was earnea.
The Act of 1926 was no improvement. except the maximum was
increase4 to $20.000.00.

It was Seoretary Mellon who pointe4

out this disorepenol.
Installment sales were recognized by law and were to be
aocounted fo r in the report of income under t he Act of 1926.
The a.cti vi ties of the Board of Tax Appeals were more dafini tall
stated. and its importanoe more fUll1 emphasized.

Estate

tax rates were reduoed from a maximum of forty per cent ••
twenty per cent. and exemptions were inoreased from
t50.000.00 to .100.000.00.

January 1. 1926.

whi~e

~b.e aitt tax was repealed as of

the rates for 1924 and 1925 were made

the same as the estate tax rates for those years.
The 1928 .lot became law May 29. 1928.

It is different

from the preoeeding aots in both for.m and substance.

The

arrangement of the income tax title is a direot result of the
labors of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.
which was created under t he Act of 1926. to eliminate the
complexities of repealing each prior revenue act and re
enacting most of its prOVisions with suoh ohanges as were
4eemed necessar,y.

the income tax title is applicable onll

to 1928. and suoceeding years.

Frior taxable years are

governed by the 1926 Act whioh is.in part. amended by the new
law.

The provisions which were not repealed nor restated.

r_aiDed in fo .lee.

The income tax title

0

f the new aot

contained a few introductory sections and the remaining
seotions were arranged under two classifications. general
provisions and supplemental prOVisions.

~he

general

provisions were to inform the taxpayer about the ordinary
problems of the taxpayer. such as rates of tsx t computation
of net income t oredits against the tax, methods of
returns. and

p~ent

of same.

account~ng.

It is estimated that about

eighty per cent of the taxpayers will find all that is
necessary for the computation of the return in these sections.
Speoia1 taxpayers will find all neoessary material under the
supplemental sections.

One title covers amenmemnts to the

1926 Act. another, the administrative provisions.
~he

same rate applied under the 1928 Act on individuals

ss before, but the

~orpo~ate

rate was reduced to twelve per

oent. With exemption granted tocorporations with net inoome of
.26.000.00 or less, of $2,000.00.

Such corporations were

exempted from income taxation as real estate bo ••ds. not or8aniz
ed for a profit. VOluntary emPloyeesjbeneficiary associations,
teachers' retirement fund associations of purely local
character, cooperative marketing associations, and trusts.
A new retroactive provision protected trust against
taxation as corporations for ;he years prior to 1925, if
oertain requirements were met.

Certain prOVisions for

deduotion of depreoiation were introduced whioh had not
been mentioned before.

The uncertaint) which existed under

prior laws as to the basis to be used by executors in determin
ing the loss and gain upon 8ale of property provited in this
act. was stated to. be the fair market value of the property
at the time of the deoedent's death.

All taxes for the year.a

1928, and subsetuent years, were to be assessed within two

years after the retuln was

file4~and

no prooeeding in oourt

for the oollection of such taxes. without assessment. could
be commenced after the expiration of Buoh period.

There

were many more a4ditional features of the 1928 Act which are
too numerous to give in the hist••ioal development of the
Federal Inoome

~ax

Laws. but suoh features will be taken up

in detail in the discussion of the 1928 Aot whioh is to follow.

CHAPTER II.
INCOME AS VIE'dED BY ECONOMISTS AND THE 1928 REV.l£NUE ACT
The introductory chapter haiJ-as its purpose the

1.?tt~

duction of the various theories regarding taxation as held
by the leading economists of the world ,which prepare1b a
background upon which one may draw a comparison as to how
the lawmakers have, or have not. followed What is considered
gol):! tax theo ry.
The historieal infammation in Chapter I., was presented
with the idea of showing how long it has taken the Congressmen
and the coarts of our country to evolve an income tax which
meets the requirements of a sound and equitable taxing
system for revenue parposes.

The evolution

w~s

slow. but wi th

each suoceeding attempt. something new and desirable was
added, which not only increased the revenue for the government.
but aided the individual in cases of controver"

or in the

preparation of the income tax report.
It is now proper to take up the economic aspects of the
1928 Act along with the deoisions of the courts.
will deal entirely

wi~income.

This chapter

first as viewed by the Aot and

the Courts. then by the accountant, a,nd finally. by the
economist.

The subjeot of deductions has been reserved for

the final chapter.

Defini tion of Het Income
~he

revenue acts of the Federal Government have as their

purpose the taxation of

~hat

is known as net income of

inliivid,ua.ls , corporations. and certain trusts and ests.tea.
The definition of income acc,ording to the revenue acts is the
balance left after

substr~cting

from gross income cextain

deductions permissaale under the law.
In the historical sketch of the development of the
Federal income tax laws. it was pointed out that the Sixteenth
Jmendment made possible taxation without apportionment.

As

previously shown, this amendment was a necessity due to the
decisions of the Supreme Court regarding the famous ca.se of
Pollock vs. Farmers' Loan and Trust Company. wherein the Ccurt
held that the 1894 Income
numerous grounds.

~ax

Law was unconstitutional on

The iavenue Act of 1913 and snbsequent acts

are directly related to the Sixteenth Amendment.

The definition

of income according to statutes, therefore,

CeIl.

be no

broader than the Constitution will permit.

It is necessary

that the nature and scope of income as used in the amendment
be understood in order that the limits of the tenn m8.y be
determined when nsed in the revenue acts.

The background and

hist.ry concerning the amendment will be discussed li1st.
followed by the decisions of the courts of competent jurisdiction
111 an endeavor to establish a cons ti tutional meaning of
income.
~he

two decisions of the Pollock v. Farmers' Loan

an~

frust Company held that an income tax on municipal. bond
interest was unconstitutional. and that income tax was a
direct tax within the meaning of the Constitution,.thus it

could be levied only by apportionment.
not permit Congress to

~vy

These decisions would

a tax on instrumentalities of states

and political subdivisions thereof. nor coUld it impcse an
income tax without apportionment aocording to population without
constitutional amendment.

In. July,
the

~ixteenth

1910, Congress submitted to the state legislatures

Amendment, and by February 25, 1913, it was

announced, by formal proclamation, as adopted.

The amendment

read as follows:
nThe Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on

..,

incomes, from whatever source derive4, without apportionment
among the several States, and without regard to any census
or enumeration.
The Income

t~w

of 1894 was held unoonstitutional on two

grounds.
1.

taxation of municipal bond interest and

2.

absenoe of apportionment.

One can readily see that the phrase "from whatever souroe
derived" was intended to meet the first objection, and the
remainder of the amendment. to meet the second.
Economists' Concept of Income

In eoonomic disoussions of

iD~ome

it is net income.

not gross, that the eoonomist has in mind.

How this is to

be defined depends chiefly upon the problem before the
economist.
8S

Sometimes it may be correct to refer to income

lithe flow of material good s and of personal services"

that one reoeives or oonsumes CUring a definite period of
time.

In otber instances it is neoessary to look to the

-satisfaction" which is derived from goods or services •
...

'iben "money income" is mentioned, it is understood to include
not only the money cost or money value of our income. of
soods and services, but also the amount of the investments
of other savings made during the year.

One's total income

includes numerous things which are not bought with money and
on which money prices are no t even put.
whic h members of a family
the best example.

I' end er

Persohal services

one to anothe r. 1s perhaps

For practioal purposes it is not oonvenient

to take into consideration t his kind of servioe, thus income
items inclUde only such goods anQ servioes
Bold for money prioes.

a8

are ordinarily

Some recognition must be made of a

general olass or type of goods or services which are ordinarily
bought and sold, such as food produced on a farm and consumed
by the farmer and his family, therefore,
constitues a part of his inoome.

~h1s

oonsumed food

By the following discussions

it can been seen that t be courts e arwot be said to ha,ve adopted
the eoonomist I s vi ews of the nature, s cope and meaning of the
.

tem "income."
""

Income under the Sixteenth Amendment
Taxable inoome does not fall into any groups of income as
lefined ei ther by the aconomis ts, acoountan ts, or by any other
group of professionals.
to

What the oourts have decided income

The first instant in which the oourts had an
opportuni ty to pass on the meaning of the term n'income n in
.

oonnection with the present series of tax laws, was under the
be~ie

law.

lorporation Exoise Act of 1909.

In the two leading cases arising

under the 1909 Aot. the Supreme Court expressed itself moet
oonolusively.

The first oase was Stratton f S Ind ependence, Ltd ••

v. HO"bert. in which income was defined as "the gain derived
from capital, ffom labor, or from both combined." 1

The

second case was DOlle vs. 14itchell Bros. Co., in which income
is eo defined as to ina uae the proft t gained through a sale
or oonversion of' oapital assets.

This definition was deemed

so important as to be included in Article 21 and 41 of the
1928 Federal Income Tax law.
One must note the fact that "income" is not the amount
received upon the sale

01'

conversion ,of prop erty, but t he profit

gained as a result of the transaction.

This is di stinct1y

brought out in the case of Doyle vs. Mitchell Bros. Co. '
ThUS, the cono1usion is drawn, as a result of the decisions
handed down by the United States Supreme Court, income is what
the courts decide it to be.

!rhe legal oonoept of income co

inoides more closely with that of the accountant than that of
the economisti
It is not a simple matter for the layman to oomprehend and
grasp the full significance 01 revenue aots. euoh as. the
Revenue Act of 1928. which is a great improvement over the
previoue aots. wi thout some aid.

ihe interpretat ion of t be

revenue laws by the courts i. of times very different from the
layman's conception.

In the final analysis, one must realize

that it is the court's deoision which gives the solution to
~y

question at hand.
~he

language of the Sixteenth Amendment is such that one

would hardly think that it Would requir'e any explanation. but
this is not the case.
The first official interpretation of a revenue act is tn
the form of a Treasury Decision known as one of the "Regulations."
these regulations are issued in accordanoe with the provision
tratton's

I~depend,nce.

Ltd •• vs. Howbert (1913) 231 U.8.399.416

40.

of tbe 1928 Act. Section 62; 1926 Act, Section 1101; 1924
Act, Section 1001; 1921 Act, Section 1303; 1918 Act, Section
1309; 1917 Act, Section 1005.

the provisions authorize tbe

Commiaeioner. witb tbe approval of the Secretary, to "prescribe
and publisb all needful rules and regulations for tbe en
forcement" of the acts.

Tbe various parts of the Regulations

are known as "Articles. ft and are numbered consecutively,

Such

regulations are generally cited as follows:

"Beg. 69. Art. 8"
fbis means. Article 8 of Eegulation 69.
Commissioner amends or even repeals articles of tbe

~be

Regulations from time to time.

~bese

decisions are known as

Treasury Decisions. and are designated by tbe letters"T. D."
It is a well established law that whenever tbere is a case
of doubt eXisting in the taxing statute, the decision is al
ways banded down in favor of the taxpayer.
tbis ruling is GOUld VB. Gould in 1917.

A famous case under

Tbe ruling handed

down was that "in ease of doubt tbey (statutes) are construed
,.,

most strongly against tbe govermnent and in fav,or of the
oitizen."

1

~

The function of the

~reasury

Department in interpreting

revenue laws is to merely give their interpretation and
nothing more.

Tbeir decision is of little value if the

statute is clear and well 0onstructed. ~he basic rule in
a
he.nding down/decision is the one gi ven above--that rUlings
must be handed down in favor of

the~t8Xpayer.

doubt in the ease.

1.

Gould vs. Gould (1917) 246 U. S. 151

if there is any

Aocounting for Income
To know that

t~

~ax

Purposes

feeleral income tax is levieel on net

income and how to determine this inoome is not sufficient.
The tax is imposed on t

he

net income of a oertain pen oel

known as the "taxable" year.

One can see that this differs

greatly from the eeonomist

idea of net inoome, which does

IS

not take into consideration definite periods of tune in arriving
at whi.t net inoome is 01 an indi vid \1&1.

In aocounting for

income tax purposes. it is not sufficient to know what a
"taxable" ,ear is, but also the determination of the taxable
year to which a given item of gross income or deauction
belongs.

~here

are two prinoipal methods of accounting for

income tax purposes, namely,
1.

Cash receipts and disbrusement basis,

2.

Acc:ru e1 basis.

an.

The method of accounting used merely detennines which
taxable period an item belongs.

Under oertain circumstances,

returns are required for fractional parts of a ,ear. such as.
if a person becomes of age,

0

r is emancipated during the

calendar year. or in oase of death. the return is made out
by the executor.

Under such conditions as theee, the retuxn

is made out for apeX! 0 d less than ayee%.

The statute

provid~

for two types of "taxable years. ft

One is the calendar and the other. the fiscal year.

The oalendar

year is the consecutive twelve-month period ending on December
31, while the fiscal yea.r is any twelve-month period ending

on some other day than
the the law is

~ecember

31.

The general rule laid down

"the net income shall be computed upon the

-

basis of the taxpayer1s annual accounting period (fiscal year

or calendar year, ~s the

CaBs

may be)".

1

The return by

an individual or corporation must be made by ei ther one ,or
the other two systems of basing income.

This rule developed

becaus e of the fact that many corporati"ons clos ed th ei r booke
at other times than the JIst of December.
provided for in earlier income tax laws.

This date was
The rule is now that

Whatever system the taxpayer employes in keeping a record of
income, it is that system upon which he must, base his income
tax return.

It is to l>e bol'BA in mind that a retum must not

oner a period longer t b.an twel ve mont he.
Various systems of bookkeeping are known, but the most
common are single and double entry book:keeping.

In any case,

where the least complications arise, single entry bookkeeping
does not fit the reQ:uirements for calculati on of net income.
J)ouble entry bookkeeping is the only sys tElIl in which the
oalculation of net income is made easy.
From the viewpoint of income tax, it is not the system
of bookkeeping used, but the basia on which the items ot income,
deductions from income and credits are computed.

The two

main divisions were mentioned previously, and at this point
an endeavor is made to 11stinguish and explain the oash basis
and the accrual basis.
Income under the oash basis has been defined through a
recent court decision as "in order to keep books on the basis
of actual receipts an:l disbrusements. credits yet to become due
or obligations yet to be paid, would have to be ignored."

2

Briefly, in computing net income on the cash ba.sis, the only
items contributing' to nat income are those for which cash. or
its equivalent, has been received or paid.
m

1.
8!

1928 act, Section 4B (a)
Aluminum Casting Co. v. Routzahn.24 Fed.(2d)230.231.

Income under the acorual basis has also been defined
through the court deoision in the same case and the following
is quoted: "The books are ,kept on an accrual basis Whenever
entries are made of oredits and debt1s as the liability
arises, whether received or disbursed." 1
The important thing in this me 'tho d ienot the reoei ving or
paying ,of oash, but the inourring or accruing of an obligation
and the incl.1rring or aocruing ot a right.

For example, a

sale of goods on credit instantly creates an obligation on
the part of the customer to pay at some future date, and the
right on t he part

0f

the selle r to reoeive compensati on.

Income

oomputed by the acorual method requires that ell charges are
deemed to

resul~

in income immediately, without eonsideration

of time of payment.

This applies likewise to expenses or

deductions from g.oss income.
not when paid.

They are deducted when incurred.

The Revenue Commissioner reoommends that tax

payers who have invento ries to use the acorual basis for
computa.tion of inoome. as it more truly reflects income because
it gives effect to sales and other accruals of income in the
year in which the business was actUally done.

This is also

applicable to deductions.
Neither the Commissioner or the statute demand that any
one system be used.

The general ruJ.e laid down by the

statute is that "The net income shall be oomputea***in
accordance with the method of &coowlting regularly employed
in keeping the books of such taxpayer.- I

This rule developed

gradually beoause prior to the 1916 Aot only the acash basis
was recognized for inoome tax purposes.

The 1916 Act permitted

1.
8.

]
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corporations.

~oint

stock companies. associations. and

insuranoe oompanies the option of reporting income

on~ther

hasis than aotual oash received and disbursed provided suoh
system showed true income.
While the statute does no t say what system to use. it
does give the Commissioner the authorit1 to compel the tax
payer to keep bis books in suob. a manner to olearly refleot
the inoome.
of taxes.

This is done in order to insure a fUll collection
itherwise one oould evade tax

pa~ents

books badly or by not keep Ulg them at all.

~he

by keeping

00mmis s ioner

is also permi tted to compute the inoome of an individual in
case £If poor11 kept books, or noM at all.

In an instanoe

where the individual does nat keep books, it is necessary to
have the report malie out on a oash basis.
Ihen a taxpayer uses the cash reoeipts and d1sbursanents
metho,d in keeping his books, and this system is suffioientll
complete and all items are treated With reasonable oonsistency.
he is compelled to compute his taxable income on that basis.
~e

only exoeption is that the Commissioner might rule it

unsat1sfactor1 because it does no,t show true income.
In computing income on cash basis, only items which are

affected b1 cash transactions are included.

There are several

statutory exoeptions, such as depreciation and losses by bad
debts whioh are allowable deliuctions to a taxpayer on the
cash basis.

Unless there has been the actual transfer of

oash, or its eqUivalent, the

t~payer

cannot take the item

into oonsideration in oomputing his net taxable income.

A

sale or purohase of goods is not an inoome item until the tax
payer makes or receives payment for it. as the ease may be, .

4~.

The opposite of the proposition is not true.

Not all cash

received is income. and not all oash paid out is deductible
from gross income.
The method of aooounting bears only on the question of
when--what taxable period--tne item in question is to be
considered La computing net

1nco~e.

and not whether a given

item is taxable as inoome or allowable as proper deduction
from inoome due to the method of aocounting employed.

The

oash basis considers a sale at the time when payment is
leceived for it.

The accrual basis accrues it immediate17.

regardless of when the

p~ent

is to be made.

The common

point is--the two methods consider the sale at some time in
oomputing income.
The general rule laid down by the oash basis is that,
an income item is considered as such for the taxable period
within which it was aotually reoeived.

If the item is of the

income type. it is considered inoome in the year in which it
was received.
~he

regulations state. in regard to the receipt of income

in property. that "items of inoome and of expenditures whioh
as gross income and deductions are elements in the computation
of net income need not be in the form of cash.

It is suffioient

tba t such items, if ot he TWise properly included in the oompu
tation, can be valued in terms of money."

1

For instance, if

an indiVidual reoeives liVing quarters provided for by the
employer. for his oonvenience. iuch valuation as may be set upon
the quarters is not to be oonsidered as income by the employee.
The regulations also state that if a note is given in payment
1.

Reg. 74. Art. 321; Art. 22. Reg. 69, 65. 62. and 45

.6.
that it is to be considered at its fair market value. and if.
when the note is eventually paid, payment is made for more than
its tair market value. this

additional~y.ment

is to be considered

as income.
~he

consideration of capital expenditures under the cash

basis is the same as under any other good accounting system.
There must be a distinction made between oapital and revenue
expendi tures.

The Commissione r laid down in Regulation 74.

Article 124. that liepaira which neither materially add to the

.,

value of the property nor appreoiably prolong its life·*·
mQ be deduoted as expense. provided the plant or property
aocount is not increased by the amount of snoh expenditures"and such
has been approved by the Board.
~

summary of the general rule for reporting income and

deductions therefrom. under the cash basis. is that all true
income it ems must be rep orted in the year in which they are
received. aotually. and that all allowable deductions must be
reported in the taxable

~ar

in whioh they were paid.

the next system to be oonsidered in reporting income for
taxing purposes is that of the aocrual basis.
of the t axpayar are kept on the accrual basis

When the books
I

and the sys tem

olearly reflects income. the taxpayer must report on that basis.
It i8 sometimes difficult to cietermine on what b as is the books
are being ma1ntained.

In cases of doubt. the system whioh is

QI

predomina'\ly employed in the books is the one wbich is used.
The general 1"I1le f or a taxpaye r repo rting income unde r the
acorual method is. that gross income is considered to be income
lamed during a taxable year. regardless of the year in whioh

it was reoeived or reoeivable.

In deciding the result of the

case of Owens-Ames-Kimball Co •• the Board of Tax Commissioners
decided that "!I!he acorual method of acoounting requires that
at the e:ad of every accounting peri od all income whi ch haA'::
been earned during the petl.4 must be aoooanted for as income
accrued in that period. thongh perhaps not collected, beoause
it is not due and will not be colleoted until some future date." 1
In considering i tams for deduotions on the aocrual basis.

the general rUe is that aooruabili ty is not affected by the
time the

p~ent

is made or to be made, but when the expense or

deduction was incurred.

Under the accrual method, deductions

from gross income oonsist of deductible expenses, losses, which
were incurred or aoorued during a taxable year.

For instanoe,

a firm agrees to contribute to a oharitable institution, and
it was held that the amount was to be deducted in the year
in which the promise was made, and not the ,ear in which pa,ment
was evenuall, made.
!he Commissioner has in praotically all instanoes
refused to reoognize accounting reserves as proper deductions.
Ibis opinion has been upheld by the Board, who in a reoent case,
that of the Mead Construction Co., stated "While the claim
must be taken to represent a future cost of carrying on business,
and from the standpoint of oost aocounting is entirely
reasonable, and it would seem that any prudent business man
or organization shou14**"provide for Buoh estimated cost
and set aside and maintBln a reserve f·or that purpose in order
that his or its account may properly represent the annual or
periodical gains or losses, we are nevertheless faoed with the

1.

5 B. T. A. 921. 928
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situation that under the Revenue Aot of 1918 it is provided
that net taxable income shall be the gross inoome less certain
speoific deductions provided by the statute.
the UValde Co., 1

B.T.~.

We have held in

932, that the taxing Act had made no

provision for the deduction of future expenses, however accurate
ly the same be estimated, and the rulela1d down in that case
will be followed in the instant cases. w 1
~

fhe fault of this ruling Ues in the fact tha t the Board
has constantly refused to allow deductions clearly aooruable
from the accountant's viewpoint as being entirely reasona.ble.
If the Board's attitute was limited to situations where the
entire liability is dependent upon a contingency whioh mayor
may not happen. the lUling is entirely justified.

The Board has

an extreme distaste for reaerves and future liabilities and will
not permit them to be considered in accruing net income.
~

system o,f aCQounting which is particularly adapted to

the needs of dealers in personal property who sellon the
installment method is the installment sales methoa.

This

system has beoome popu.lar not only in this line of business.
but bas extended into vari'ous other types of business.
The 1926 Revenue Aot had a provision whioh permitted that
the installment sales section of the 1926 Act shall be retroac
tively applicable to 1916 and all later years.

Frior to the

1926 Act. there was no authorization for the use of this method
in reporting inoome fo r taxing purposes.
~here

~he

most oommon

depletion.
1.

are certain prob1ems which are common to all bases.

~ad

on~

is that of accounting for depreoiation end

The law provided fo r a reasonable deduction for

Construction Co., 3 B.T.A. 438 and

10 B. T. A. 29'1

Harris-~ery

Co ••
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aepreoiation and depletion of property used in bll:Jiness.
acorual system proviaes an easy problem.

The

Under the cash

receipts and disbursements basis, the Deparmment insists
that the depreciation claimed should be shown in the books
of account.

It is. therefore. neoessary for the taxpayer who

keeps his books on the cash basis th_at appropriate book entttea
must be made in order that he might be able to claim the
deduction.
Another common problem is that of aocounting for losses
from bad Glebts.
debts.
income.

~his

All individuals and firms are subject to baa

item is permitted to be deducted from the gross

lbe individUal reporting on the accrual basis. reports

gross inoome on the basis of acoounts receivable resultingfrom
sales and not cash reoeived from sales.

The indiVidual who

rfports on the cash basis reports inc ome only as he receives
oash for sales.

Thus, if a taxpayer sells goods to an indiVi

dual who in turn does not pay for it, he does not report this
sale beoause he

neve~

receives oash for it.

The individaal

who reports on the accrual basiS, is permitted to deduct

accounts which have proven to be bad accounts.
There is no section in the law whioh deals with the chang
ing of the taxpayer's method of accounting. or basis of
computing income.

Anyone who wishes to change their met hod

of acoot1Ilting fo l' taxing purpos es must firs·t obtain written
permission from the Cammissioner, who is the only one who has
autho ri ty to grant this request.

This ruling applies also to

anyone who desires to change both the method of accounting and
the basis of computing income.
The purpose of discussing the sUbject of accounting for

eo.
income is to, firat, determine the period in which an income
tax is levied t and, second, the proper method of accounting
which may be used in detelDling the net income.
clearly pointed

0

It has been

ut that the me thod of ac counting does not

change or affect the natuxe

0

f income.

The economist viewpoint of income acoounting 1S somewhat
different.

According to Irving Fisher, who uses the concept

of income in the sense of services and disservice. the theoreti
cally correot bookkeeping of income eonaiats of crediting and
debiting the plus and minus items of income to their proper
capital sources as services or aisservioes randered by those
sources.

The true amount of income received by an individual

is derived by a llatient study ilf each item of income flowing
from each item of source.

~he

total amount of income fram a

given souroe is found by adding together the values of all
its services and sUbstracting the value of all its disservices.
The individUdl must go through all the income receiving property)
or prop erty of any nature. en cb as bonds t real esta.te. au to
mobiles, and other properties and debit and credit service
or disservice.
Irving Fisher claims that the greatest cause of confusion
in the determination of net income lies in the failure to
relate each item of income to its souroe. am the failure to
credit an item of income when at the same time the item
a negative income to some other kind.
with plowing.

~

He illustrates this idea

~he money value of plOWing is credited to the

plow, but t he debit entry is to the field being plowed.

The name

given to this debiting and crediting of two related items of
1

be

income is called "interaction."
~le

entire productive process is linked together henoe,

an interaction.

Every interaction implies income

eous re-investment.

ano

simultan

Fisher gives this implication the name of

double entry bookkeeping.
One can readily see that such an analysis cannot be
carried into the field of practicaly accounting.

The true

income for revenue purposes coUld not be secured.

The economist's

conoept of income accounting would not be readily adaptable
to the use by an individ uel in preparin.g a statiment of income
for Federal Income Tax purposes.
Exempt Income.
~he

concept of income has been briefly given in the preceed

ing pages. covering the accountant's, economist's. and the court's
viewpoint regarding this item.

~here

are certain

ite~s

which

are regarded as inoome by both too accountant and *he economist.
but are conside red by t he law and
inoome.

00

urt

to be non-tsxab Ie as

It is necessary that these items be understood

toroughly before income as conceived by the Federal Inoome
Tax Law may be further analyzed and discussed.

~hese

items

have been exempted under the statute because it has been
deemed advisable due to good public policy.
The following items are excluded from taxation under the
'ederal Revenue Act:

1.

Amounts received under life insurance policies upon death of
insured.
This exemption applies both to individUals and to
oorporations.

If the policy holder or the benefic

decided to let the sum payable under the policy

f'

...nake
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this interest is considered as a gain. therefore. taxable.
The

;pa.~ent

is not taxable as long as it is prooeeds from

the policy.
2.

Amounts reoeived under life insurSllcepolicies other than
upon the ~eat h of the insured.
Qnder the statute the prooeeds of a life insurance, endow
ment, or annuity contract. are

exclude~

trom gross inoome

up to an amount e qual to the aggregate premiums pa id :
excess is to be included in gross income.

any

In the case where

the one mo receives the annuity is other than the one who·
paid, the law does not give any ruling.

Ihen the insurance,

endowment, or annUity contract, or any interest therein, is
assigned or transferred for any Valuable oonsideration, only
the actualy value of such oonsideration and the amount of
the premiums and other sums subsequently paid by the
transferee shall be exempt from taxation under the law. my
excess paid to beh transferoz is taxable.
The entire cost of insurance on life is tax exempt upon
their return to the insured.

All life insurance premiums

returnec1 to the insured are not income.
in exoess of premiums is taxable income.
interest

per~Q1itted

to

For example.

ccumulate on a policy for the benefit

of the beneficiaries. is not
3.

Only such proceeds

exe~pt

from tax.

Gifts, bequests. deVises, and inheritance.
~he

statute prOVides for the exemption from income taxation

this form of property. but any income from such property
is to be included in gross income.

~he first test of a
I,

gift is that it, has been given as a res.:tlt of the donor's
own voli t ion and t hat no oons id er ati on is ff3~ for the '
transfer of property.

~here must also be intent to make

a gitt as given in V1ohek,

e. deliver.y of th.e prope rty.

~hat "~

'ift involves more than

There must be present intent ion

that the prope rty delivered shall be the property of the
~onee."

1

In the question of gift from parents to -children, employer
to employee, or ot he l' close relationshsips, the Department
haa studied the oases wi th cazeful sorutiny.

~here

must

be proof that suoh a transaction was a gift, with intention
for it to be of that nature before such transfer will be
recognized as non-taxable income.
4.

Oompensation for injuries or sickness
The statute of 1928 provti$s that "Amounts received, through
accident or healthineuranoe or under wortmen's oompBBsation
act, as
plus the

compenaatiol~
am~unt

for personal injuries or sickness,

of any damages reoeived whether by suit or

agreement or account of such injuries

01'

sickness,"

l

are permitted to be excluaed from calucaltiomE of net tax
able income.
5.

~ax-free
~he

interest

statute sates that the following tJPes of property shall

be tax free if interest i8 paid on such securities as
1iate d below:
a. "!fb.e obligations of a State.... Terri tory. or any po1i tical
8ubdivison thereof, or the ~iBtriot of Columbia;

1.
2.

b.

Securities issued under the prOVisions of the Federal
~arm Loan Act, or under the provisions of such Act as
em.ended;

c.

~he

obligations of the United States or its possessions.

Vlchek, 7 B. f~ ~. 1244
1928 Act, Section 22 (b)
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4.

Every person owning any of the obl~gatians or securities
enumerated in clause (a). (b). or (0) shall. in the return
required by this title, -submit a statement showing the
numb er and amount 0 f such oblige ti ons and securit i es
owned by him and the income received therefrom. in such
form and wi th such info mation as the Commissione r may
require. In the case of obligations of the United States
issued after September 1, 1917 (other than postal savings
certificates of deposit), the interest shall be exempt
only if and to the extent provided in the respective
Aots authorizing the issue thereof as amended and supple
mented, and shal1 be excluded from gross income only if and
to the extent it is Wholly exempt to the taxpayer fram
income taxes." 1
~h.

revenue laws since 1913 have specifically exempted

interest upon the obligations of a state, territory, or a
political subdivision thereof.

~

he taxing power involves

the power to destroy. and if the Federal Government was able tc
tax the instrumentali ties of the various sub,divisions of
same, it would not be equitable.
The regulations state definitely that any securities
issn~d

by a state or territory or a duly organized political

subdivision acting by consti tuted authorities ,shall be for
public purposes if such interest on securities is to be tax
exempt.
~ut

Even if the seourity is issued for puiblic purposes,

financed by a private

not tax exempt.

co~oratiGn,

such securities are

In dealing wi th tax exempt securities, the

gain or loss resulting from the sale of suoh securities are
treated the same as any other gains or losses.

Tax exempt

seourities bought at a premium and held to maturity, such
premium is considered to be a loss. therefore, deductible.
Prior to 1918, the securities of the District of Columbia
and other obligations of the United States and territories
we:re given the same exemption pri vi1eges as were aocorded to

1.

19,

66.

the securities of the vari ous state,s.

Tt1 ere is only one

exception to be kept in mind. and tbat is, the provision
previously stated

.n page 54.

in sub-section 6-d.
~ederal

Income trom securities issued by tne

Farm Loan

Act and under Federal Reserve Act are entitled to special
tax exempt privileges.

An individual waG is in the employment of a state or
political subdivision is exanpt, not becanse of the source
of revenue, bnt because such service ie rendered by an
officer or employee of the state or a political subdivision.
The Department has defined what constitutes an "employee" and
"otficer" as "An officer is a person who occnpies a position
in the service of the sta,te, or a political. snbdivision.
the tenure of Which is oontinuour and not temporary and tne
duties of which are established by law or regulations and
not by agreement.

An employee is one whose duties consist

in the rendition of prescribed servioes and not the
accomplishment of specific objeots and whose services are
continuous, not occasional. or temporary." 1
~

!he Supreme Court of the United States has also added
intormation on the definition of "officer" and "employee" in
".

-.

.....

the oase of Metcalf and E4dy vee Mitohell by stating
1.

"An office is a public station conferred by the appointment

of a government.

Ther term embraces the idea of tenure.

dura.tion. emolument, and duties fixed by law.
2.

A contract between a state and a person to perform

services does not oreate an otfice and does not give the
contraotor the status of offioer.
an independent contractor:
1.

liE

Such a person is frequently

56.
( a)

('td
( 0)

who takes no office
who is free to acoept any other concurrent
employment
whose engagements are not of a per.manent or
oontinuous oharacter but whose period of
employemtn is prescribed by contract
rather than statute

3. Certain basic distinctions are implied between an
employee of a state or political sub4ivision thereof
and an independent oontraotor:
Ca)

(b)

Co}
~here

the servioes of employees are sub ject to
direction of control of public boards or
officers (who engage employees, expe:rts, etc.)
independent oontractors, unlike employees, are
held responsible for the use of judgement,
discretion, ana professional skill in the
bringing about of an agreed upon result.
independent contractors have that requisite
liberty of action which is excluded from
the idea of employer-mployee relati,onship." 1

have been various deoisions handed down by the

taxing commission regarding inoome which has been received by
individuals who have rendered services to the state, but held
taxable.

In the majority of the cases it was held that the

services rendered were not essential to the function of the
government.

The decisions are too numerous to list, but it

is essential to note that the fact that governmental income
is not always tax exempt.
The enmpt inoome of t

be.

It'ederal Income

~ax

laws

definitely shows that the oonoept ,of income by the courts
does not agree with either the eoonomist or the aocountant
as Various types of income included in the exemption diVision
would constitute inoome by other methods of oalaqaltions.
Income from Personal Service
Income as oonstrued by the Constitution has been

1.

Ketcalf and Eddy vs. Mitohell 269 U. S. 514

5'1

41soUS8ed as well as gross inoome and its permissable
4e4uctions giyen

i~

statutes or by the oourts.

methods

~he

of aooounting f'or income by various basis has also been
thoroughly analyzed and the two most important methal s,
aocrual and oash basis pointed out.
take up the subjeot of gross

incom~

It is now proper to
in detall. and the

first division is that of inoome from personal services. or
earned income. which is usually accounted for by the cash
receip ts and disbllreement basis.
~he

distinction between earned and unearned income is

based on the principle that the income in one case is
derived from personal exerti on, and on the other hand. the
income is secured wi tbout th1 s pel's anal exerti on.

Gladstone

expresses it by the words ftindustrious" and "lazy" incomes.

-

~

It is not always an easy thing 'tn. draw a sharp line between
such inoomes beoause the owner of property inoome is often
reQ.uired to exert muoh effort in order that such property
will prodaoe any income.
AocQrdibg to TaUSSig, the real difference between the
two types of income is that the holder of earned income is
in many instances under a moral obJ.igati on to save a
considerable portion for various purpose..

The individual

savings
who sets aside a portion of his income for his dependents. such

at.

not a part of his present income. but a part of the future

income of his dependents.

It this inoome is taxed now aDd

taxed again when the income reaches the dependents. there is
a dOUble taxation.' The property holder may also do the same
thing, but it is not likely that a portion of suoh income

S8

would be put aside.

It ie on this idea that the government

permits a deduction of insuranoe premiums from gross income.
Income from

per~nal

serviees may be taxed due to the

Sixteenth Amdendment. and as a result of this statute. all
revenue acts sinoe 1918 have contained the follows:
"The term 'gross inoome' includes gains. profits and inoome
derived fmm salaries. wages. or compensation for personal
service***o:f whatever kind and in whatever form paid. or from
professions. vo,catlons***and inoome derived from any source
whatever***.Jf 1
'"

By the phrase" 'gross income' includes*** inoome from
'"



any source whatever" Congress meant that no income except
'"

that expressly exempt should escape taxation. Personal
services embraces salaries. wages. oommission. fees. bonuses.
peroentage of profits, pensions. etc •• provided only that
suoh inoome is direct or indirect compensation from personal
services.
It has been

8

recognized oondition in modern times when

many people are able to amass a large fortune in securities
and other property that there should be a different rate of
tax than that which is applied to an individual who secured
inoome from personal exertion.

~roperty

has become to be

looked upon as a means of securing a livelihood Without the
who own property
exertion of energy and the fact that suoh people/do not
direotly oontribute anything to the community·s resources are
the main reasons why sucb incomes secured through the ownership
of property shOUld be taxed at a different rate.

1.

1928 Act. Section 22 (a)

59.
The Federal Inoane

~ax

Law recognizes the fact that

there are oertain tJPes of personal services which should be
exempt fzom the payment o'f taxation on income and these two
types are:
(a)

citizens, bonaflle non-residents of the United States
for more than six IOOnths during the taxable year, and

(b)

those entitled to the benefits relating to people who
reside in territoTies or possessions of the United
States.

An

All ather indiViduals must account for their income.

alien resident, like a citizen, must account for his ino...
fram. sources both within and without the United States.
There are certain exemptions from the personal service
clause, whioh are listed in detail in the revenue law.

These

exemptions came about as a resUlt of the type of servioe
rendered by the individual.

The exemptions permitted are

stated either in the lawaI' in a court decision.

The most

notable of these exemptions aTe:
1.

Salaries of Federal JaS8es and the iresident of the
United States.

2.

Employees of a state or politioal subdivision thereof.

3.

SoldieTs and sailors under various allotment acts.

4.

Teachers in Alaska and Hawaii.

6.

Clergymen who turn over PI' ope rty 1D chuTches in excess
of expenses, sach property held is not taxable.

Houses

famished for pastors are not taxable.
In accounting fo

l'

taxah,le income from personal servioes t

the recipient Who reports on a oash basis. must report it in
the year in whioh it was reoeived regardless of the year

in whi,ch it was

pai4.,~

t

If the taxpaye r fail s to receive

commission, wages, salaries,due entirely to his own control.
such income must be accounted for in rep.rting on the oash
basis.
~he

Federal Income

~ax

Law recognizes many different

types of income because it states that "income from any
souroe Whatever" should be taxed.

The following disoussion

will oover the maj'or types of oomp.uation and how the courts
and the law look upon suoh income.
1.

Exoessive salaries taken by owners.
In some firsm, certain officala receive salaries in
return for servioes rendered because they are stock
holders.

~he Q.ueation is whether the payment should

be treated as salary, subj ect to both. normal tax and
surtax, or whether it shoUld be treated as diVidends,
sub j ect only to surtax.

The Tress ury Dep lll'tment IS

attitue. has not always been consistent.
decisions held that

0./

~laries

'~he
·1
earlier

received in excess of

nonnal salary or higher than tl1e

usual~

oompensation

for suoh services, suoh payment was to be construed as
"oonstructive dividend" and subject to surtax only.

-

~

Later, the Department held that all oompensation
reoeived by a stockholder should be regarded as
salary, and to b e subject to both rates of tax.

The

only exoeption, was if such salary was in proportionate
to holdings in the firm, the amount received could
be held to be "excessive" payments and sUbject to
surtax only.
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a.

Clmmissions
£

very 1arge proportion of the taxpayers who receive

income from personal servioes receive such income in
form of commissions.

A salesman's commission is

usual1y a certain percentage of sales. based upon an
optional basis, suoh as gross sales. net sales, sales
actually paid up, ar some other familiar system.
Some salesmen have a drawing account which is merely
a olaim upon future earnings.
There are certain complications which occur in connection
with the computation of salesmen's earnings.

The expenses

whioh are incurred by a salesman in his carrying out of
duties are deductions from his gross income. and there
fore. decrease his taxable inoo me by such amount.

If,

in addition to oommissions reoeived. an allowance
for traveling expenses is granted. the taxpayer shOUld
add such allowanees to income and deduct fram this total
amotmt his actual expenses.

In the long run, the

traveling expenses usually exceed the amount allowed for
suoh purposes.
3.

Fees
There is no actual tax difference

be~Neen

the salaries

and wages of employees. commission of salesmen, and the
fees of professional men and women. In all instances the
taxpayer is

re~uired

to account for income on the

accrual or cash basis,and for a fiscal or calender year.
Lawyers. contractors, engineers, and some other group
of

profession~

people often account for their inoome

on a contraot basis due to the fact that during a single
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lear they account fer income earned over a period of
years.

This is not an unusual situation.

In the case

of Jackson vs. Smietanka, it Was held that the recipient
must report the total fee for such services as income
in the year received, unless he had reported on the
accrual basis the estimated amount of oompensation
earned during each separate year of the life of
the caae.
4.

1

Bonuses
In some instances. employees receive bonus in addition
to salary.

If suoh bonus is a gift, it is not taxable

income to the recipient.

In the majority of cases it waS

found that the bonus consisted of payment to the employee
of work actually done by night work or some extra hours.
Such bonuses secured in this matter were held to be
taxab le income•

.

~t is of times ~cult to distinguisn between bonus and

salary.

It is held that bonuses are distinotly grat*1tous

payments.

Such gifts must, according to the Treasury

Department in the Decisian of the Daly oase show
"An intention to

g1 ve,

a transfer of ti tle or deli very.

and an aoopetanoe bl the

donnee.~

2

Officers of corpor.ationa are many times presented with
sums of money as a token of appreciation for services
rendered, but the question arises whether it is bonus
or salary.

Delivery and aoceptance are present, but the

intentions are not so easily decided upon.
1.
2.

Jackson vs. Smietanka 267 Fed. 932
Daly. 3 B. T. A. 1042, 1044

It is
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generally settled by whether such donation was
done under orders from the board of directors or
in the ordinary course of the affairs of the oor
poration.

If the stockholders have authorized the

gift, then such payment is not considered taxable.
Each individual bonus case requires separate oon
sideration.
Bonuses may someti.es take the form of profit shar
ing.

An employer may gi ve each of his employees a

oertain percentage of the pro fi ts made during a
definite period, such payment is oonsidered to be
taxable to the recipient.
Another form of inoome which falls under the bonus
olassific~tion

is tips.

Many types of employment

are wholly dependent upon tips as wages, the
most common are waite%B, porters, and similar types.
Such form of income is taxable, and the only exception
is in the instanoe where the award far exceeds the
value of suoh services.

This payment is looked upon

as a gift and non-taxable.
5.

Pensions
Pensions are of times looked upon as bonuses or
additional compensation rather than as a gift.
Fension
deferred

pa~ents
pa~ent

may also be looked upon as a
for services rendered in the past.

Beginning in 1921, the law exempted from taxation
"pensions from the United States for service of the
beneficiary or another in the military or naval
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forces of tbe United States in time of War."

1

Commencing in 1924 another type of pension income was
considered non-taxable.

Tbis was pensions paid to

otber people than tbe one who rendered the service.
~i8

type of pension would ordinarily be exempt be

»ause it would be looked upon as a gift.

There are.

however. oertain pensions which are taxables
1.

"The pension paid to a retired olergyman by the
~

governing body of his denomination. on the
ground that it was paid by a fonner employer." 2
2.

"Pensions paid by one of the Confederate states
~

to Confederate veterans of the Civil War."

3

Further pensions have been held to be tax exempt by
rulings of the Department, suob as. pensions received
by retired teachers and widows of taaahers paid by the
Carnegie Foundati on for t he Advancement of

Teaching~

retirement pay of former judges of the federal court.
and two montbs' salary to an offioer of. a corporation•
...

6.

Sick Payments
Payments made to
pensions.

sic~

employees are closely related to

Whether or not suob payment is regarded as

compensation is decided by business custom.

Usually it

is oonsidered aB taxable income.
7.

Vaoation

P~ents

It has beoome a universal oustom to
absent on a vaoation.

p~

employees while

!he amounts so received are

considered to be taxable income on the ground that
thei are so made due to an expressed or implied agreement.

..

1. 1928 Act, Section 22 (b) (6)
2. I. T. 1157, O. B. 1-1.69
3. O. D. gOB, C. B. 4, 112
u
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8.

Supper Money
Suah money reoeived by employees due to over-time work
and called "supper money" is held to be exempt whether
or not the entire amount 18 spent for the supper.

The

only rulihg pUblisbed regarding the subject of supper
money holds that such money is not taxable if the
employee voluntarily perfoxms the duty after regular
hours and the employer does not charge the disbrusement
to the "salary account."
9.

Gambling Profits.
The taxing of jambling income falls unde r the phrase of
"1oc0me derived from any source
winnings are taxable.

whatever~

Only the net

By rulings of the Commissioner •

tb.e gamblerJs los"ses are not permitted to be deducted,
therefore, income is based on net wimlings.

All

Winnings resulting from illegal betting on the results
of commodity and stock market operations are taxable.
Suoh income received by any illegal manner is considered
jJaxable.

An examination has been made of the various types of
earned income whiCh are usually received in cash. and now
it is proper to consider the type of income which is not
necessarily made in cash in return for persona services.
The detenaination of the "fair market value" is the
principle problem involved in this type 0f compensation.
~ypes

of Income not ?aid in Cash.

Board and Lodging.
By a decision of the office department. the board and
lodging received in addition to cash oompensation is considered
taxable income, and valuation must be placed upon such quarters
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in accounting for income.
The exception to t bis rUling is that the employe e is
compelled to use the quarters provided because it is an
advantage to the employer.

If this is the case, such board

and lodging is not oonsidered to be taxable.

The employee is

oonstantly sub ject to the call and conv enience of the
employer.

On the other hand, if the taxpayer, because of

his employer's wishes, lives in a

Pla~e

prOVided for him,

for which he would othe 1'9Iise have to pay fo r were he not
so fortunate, such lodging is considered taxable.
~he ~uestion

arises now as to the valuation placed

upon such board and lodging where it is not compulsory.

The

ruling handed down in this oase is what the recipient of th1B
income would have to pay were he required to furnish this
accomodation--not the market price or the pnce charged by
a hotel.

Light and

H~§t

In BDme hotels and apartment houses, the janitors in
addition to the furnisbment of tuarters for themselves and
their families, are often furnished with light or heai, or
both.

~his

necessity is considered to be taxable at the fair

value of the heat and light received.
Lunch~on.l ~!Cation

Homes

I

Sales

"0 Employees.

Luncheonsfurniehed to employees at oost or without coat
~texable

only if the

ClA.lL-
luncheow~ furnished

free, not if

furnished at cost.
Sales to Mmployees below Market

Pric~

Employees are often permitted to purchase
SUbstantially below the market prioe,

~nd

merchandis~

the general rule

6'7.

applying to such cases is that

employee must include

t~

such differenoe between the market prioe or value

ana

the

prioe paid for the oommodity.
Oompensation in the form of Promissory BOltes.
~he

Bureau has held that a promissory note consitutes

taxable income to the reoipient mile the oral promise to
pay is no te taJtable.

~he

bas is f,or making the return is

the fair market value of such note.
Oompensation in Capital Stock
The employee who receives any shares of capital stook
of a corporation as compensation for services, such stock
is taxable income to the recipient to the amount of the fair
market value.

This same rUling applies to other securities

such as bonds or oollatezal notes.

In the instance whe re the employee was p ermi tted to
purchase stock under the market value, the difference between
the market value and the purohase price was considered taxable
inoome to the taxpayer.
!];Iransporation
~ransportation

fuzuiehed to employees and members of

their families does not constitute taxable income as it
has been oonstrued

~

be a gift.

Such transporation was

not contraoted upon at any time during employment, therefore,

ltB is regarded as a gift.
The statute provides for the exemption fram taxation various
types of compensstion for personal services. In the determina
taxable
tion of/compensation, regardless of the form paid, it has been
shown that such compensation reSUlted in taxab1e income, unless
otherwise exempt.

~he valuation of compensation not paid in
J.

cash was taken on the basis of "fair market" value.

It was not until the 1924 Revenue Act that Congress
acknowledged the difference between earned and unearned
income. and made a prOVision for the difference in taxation.
In the 1917 law, througb a le"**ative "error", earne4 in

come was taxed at a highe r r ate than unearned income.
Former Secretary Mallon once said in advocating a lower
tax burden on earne4 income:
"~he
~

fairness of taxing more lightly incomes from wages,

-

salaries and profjsslonal serVices than the income from
a business or from investment is beyond question.
first cas"

In the

the income is uncertain and limited in duration;

sickness or death destroys it and 010 age diminishes it.
In the other. the source of the income onntinues; it may
be disposed of during a man's life and it decends to his
heirs."

1

The economist, Taussig,states that any conclusion in
favor of progressive taxation and of higher taxation of
property incomes lies in the frank admission of the undesirable
features of our present society and a definite realization
of social reform.

~he ~uestion

then arises whether this

particular mode of reform. tbrough taxation, would bring
about the desired reSUlts.
Certain kinds of proper ty are marked off mo re sharply
as not essential for the working of the individualjstic
system, and. therefore, peCUliarly fit for taxation.
progressive tax is

general~y

~

baaed upon the amount of income,

rather than the kind of income.

Progressive taxa tion of

large property incomes c an be advocated if one admits tb.e
undesirability of large amounts of wealth in few hands and
1.

n~axation":"The ~eople's
~l79

Business" Andrew i. Mellon. p.178
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to secure the funds in the bands of many through taxation is
j'ustifiable.
~he

Bevenue Act has aocepted the fact thatx income

received by individuals, corporations, partnerships, or
other associations, not as a result of the exertion of
personal enersy. is also taxable and under a different rate.
It is at this point that this type of income will be discussed.
and the various rulings and court decisions be presented.
The first division of income from other than personal
service, or earned income. to be taken up is that from
corporate businesses---dividends.

The statute permits the

taxation of dividends in the same way that it permits taxation
of income from personal seivice.

All the revenue acts since

1913 have inoluded a phrase which specifically states that
dividends from

coxporatiol~

are taxable.

In orler to know what constitutes a dividend under the
revenue aot. a definition is given which states that "any
distribution made by a corporation to its shareholders.
whether in money or

in

othe r prope rty. out of its earnings

or profits accumulated after ;h'ebruary 28. 1913"li8 oonsidered

to be a dividend.
Regardless of t he fact tha t a firm may claim that n
agreement was made to pay interest on investment, instead of
calling same dividend, such a payment is taxable income.

Any

amount paid out of earnings oonstitutes a taxable right.

Any

distributions to stockholders by a corporation.whether in cash
or in other prOl'lrty, constitutes a statutory diVidend. pro
vided such earnings represent earnings since ii'ebruery 28, 1913.
1.

1928 Act, Section 115 (a)

In order to prevent corporations from distributing
earnings made prior to February 28, 1913, there were certain
restrictions placed upon the distributions

by

law.

~he

1928

Act provides that when a corporation makes a distribution,
it must be regarded not only as a. payment which tends to
exhaust available earnings or

pro~its,

but as having been

made "from the most recently aooumulated earnings or profi te. 11 1
Ever since the 1913 Act, Congress has attempted to compel
corporations to distribute all or a large portion of their
oorporate earnings.
!ehe taxabili ty of a diVidend depends upon the status of
its reoipient and the status of the distributing corporation.
The recipient may be either an individual, partnershi}),
corporation, or co-operative group. etc.

The recipient may

be classified as a citizen, a resident alien, or a non-resident
alien.

~

oomplication arises if the corporation is foreigh

or of some pecUliar nature.
If the recipient is an indiVidual and reoeives dividends
from an ordinary oorporation ana the dividends are of an
ordina~

nature, such dividends are not subject to a normal

tax and the sur tax applies only when the amount so received

~he theory underlying the tax exemption

exceeds $10,000.00.

~

of dividends from domestio corporations is that income taxes
were paid by the domestic oorporation on its net income before
surplus. out of which the dividends were paid. became available.
In the case of

a

resident alien, the situation is the

same except that
1.

Resident aliens are not subj ect to provisions of the
China Trade Act

1.

1928 Act. Section 115 (b)

2.

Nor treatment accorded to citizens of United States.
The non-resident alien who is the recipient of dividends

from ordinary corporations. are taxed only upon the amount of
dividends at a surtax rate.
If the reoipient is a corporation, suoh dividends are
taxable under the revenue act.
The taxability of those individuals reporting on the
cash basis accollDt fo r di Vidend when reoeived.

Und er the

accrual basis, the reoipient reports dividends in the same
manner as the recipient does who reports on the cash basis.
~his

is due to the fact tba.t dividends do not accrue by the

mere passage of time which is oharacteristic of interest.
In the case where the dividends take the form of a
distribution of stock of another corporation due to the merging
of ho oorpoxatione, 'suoh dividends as may result from the
merger are considered taxable.
When divide~sbJ are given in the form of salary when no
service has been rendered, it was held by the lJepartment that
suoh income was taxable.

A circuit court of appeal has held

that the Government eoUld questiQn whether part of ~ayment
made to a stockholder-offioer as salary was in fact

8

distribution of profits. and approved reference to a jury
to decide what portion of the compensation was a dividend.

This

question was brought up in the aase of United States vs.
Philadelphia Knitting Mills Company.
Stook di"'idend i8 not
taxable.

8

distribution of profits and not

Because stock diVidend is not taxable, it becomes

necessary to define what is a "stock dividend."
-

It may be

~

defined as a distrib ution by a corporation of Its own oapital

'12.
stock to its stockholders.
~reaBury

Department.

This ruling was made by the

The definition of

sto~k

dividend

would exclude the distribution of one corporation's stock
to another as in a merger.
Liquidating diVidends are not true dividends.

In the

case of complete liquidation. the statute has adopted the rule
that the amount received by the stockholder as a liqnidstiI1-8
~he

dividend represents the selling price of the stock.

com

putation of a gain or 10SB under this transaction is computed
in the same manner as in any other transaction.

There was

much oontrovers.y prior to the decisicn of the Supreme Court
in the case of Hellmic h

Hellman. which finally deci ded

V8.

that· liquidating dividends involved carital transaction
and that gain r€sul ting from such "divi.dends" was taxable
in t he same manne r as profits resulting from dealings in all
types of property.
Dr. Edwin R. A. Seligman in his work

"S~udies

in

iublic Finance" discusses the economio nature of stock
....

diVidends and comes to the

con~lu6ion

that a cash dividena

is indisputably income even if the pr·oceeds are subseq.nently
lost.

~

stock

di~idend

is not income as this distribution is

regarded as capital.
Even though the Sixteenth Amendment ampl, provided for
taxation of dividends of corporations and other business
o.rganizations. all the revenue acts sinoe 1,913. have included
a phrase for their taxation.

The economist ccnsiders all

revenue from eta ck shares as income. while the courts and law
specifically exempt certain dividends from taxation.

~he

acoountant also considers the receipt of dividends as income

'15.

iD the hends of the recipient.
Interest
The second type of iDcome which individuals, partnerships.
corporations, and other eo-ope:rative groups receive is that
of interest.

Interest is a form of unearned income.

It

differs from dividends in that dividends are distributions
made by co rporatioDS or associations, while interest is paia
by individUals. corporations. partnerships. associations. or
others t as the pl'i ce. in one f0:rDl or anothe r. for use of capi tal.
The business man I s point of view regarding ihterest iEl

th&t it is a charge or !)eyment fo r the use of money.
~he

a~

economist defines intel'8ct

the services of capitBl. and

~pea:r8

interest and imputed interest.

the price paid for

in two forms; loan

The value of the products of

industry whioh is attributed or imputed to the services of
capital goods. as distinct from the services of land end
labor is called i,L'lputed interost.
loan interest, is

S::he first type of inte:rest,

self-explanatol'~.'.

Intel'sat

l::lUFt

[;e paid

if capital is to be used in production, and it is possible
beoause capital goods are used and er the directi on of
entrepreneurs.

Interest is necessary in order to induce

saving.
The income tax laws have adopted the business man's idea
of interest, and the Sixteenth Amendment justifies the tax
ation of interest income.
~ec1fically

~e

All of the Revenue Acts have

included interest as

8

part of taxable income.

classifioation of interest according to the Revenue

Acts is divided

in~Q

three parts, while the economist is

concerned With only two.
1.

~he

three groups are;

Interest which is totally exempt
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2.

Interest whioh is parti+ally exempt

3.

Interest which is entirely taxable.

Interest which is totallY exempt.
~ere

are certain incomes in the form of interest whioh,

by reason of statutes or by law. have been held tax exempt.
The major instances are:
a.

interest on obligations of a state or polictical subdivision
thereof.

b.

interest on securities issued under the provisions of the
Federal Farm Loan

~ct

c.

interest on obligations of possessions of the Unitea States

o.

interest on obligations of the United States issued prior
to September 1. 1917.

Interest which is partiallY exempt.
Under this classification the type of interest which is
exempt is divided into two divisions because the amount
received is under a definite amount and interest 1s paid
which is subject to surtaxa rates only.

Li.erty Bonds

issued after September 1. 1917 were exempt from taxation up
to a oertain amount to enoourage people to

pu~hase

them.

All LibertI and Victory Bond interest. if not entirely exempt~
is held to be taxed onll at a surtax rate. Interest pa14 on
maae
certain types of bank deposi ts/by a foreiA oorporation ana
legations are bald to be tax free.

Interest paid on bank

deposits of a non-resident alien beneficiary, in the case of
an estate, is held to be taxable.
Interest whioh is entirely taxable.
Ordinarl int'ereat is sub je ct to both normal tax ana
surtaxes.

This type of interest usually arises as a result
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of loans and investments.

It may be reported either on the

accrual or oash basis. and u.pon the calend ar yeta or fiscal
year basis. depending upon t he system used by the taxpayer.
Any income resulting from ordinary interest cannot eBcape
taxation under the Federal Revenue

~cts.

Interest seoured fram the result of selling stock on
the deferred payment plan was held to be taxable interest.
If a stookholder received interest as a result of prepayment
of subscription. such interest is taxable and shoUld not be
treated as a reduction of the cost of the stock.
fhe payment of interest is ordinarily made in cash. but
in instances where the

pa~ent

is in other forms. such pay

ment is to be considered at a fair market value.
The economist concept of interest is broader than the
one acoepted by the Federal Income Tax Laws.

It was necessary

for the courts and Congress to adopt a simple means of
detenning interest and to state definitely what types of
interest income were taxable. partially taxable. and wholly
taxable.
Income from Rent and Royal ties
This is the third type of unearned income to be reviewed
for the purposes of seouring some of the

eoonomic aspects of

this form of income. rents and royalties.
For income tax puxposes rent is uot restrioted to the
payment for the use of real property.

Income tax rent inclUde'

the price paid by an indiVidual or corporation for the use
of an automobile. boat, machineIY, or other personal property.
It is not always easy to distinguish between rent and royalties

..

in their simple aspects.

The rent received by an owner of real

property is hardly distinguishable

be~~een

the royalties

reoeived fram an individual or corporation for removing oi+'
gas, or other minerals from rented land.

Payments made to

authors, playrighta. artists, ana inventors, as well as
owners of mineral lands are considered as royalties for the
right to exploit the product of either the brain or of the
s01l.

Just as in the case of all other income, rents and

royalties may be reoeived either in cash or in other

fO~8

of property, may be reported on the cash or accrual ba.'s,
and may be received directly or indirectly.
The economist defines rent as the price paid for the
services of land.

"Rena means only an income derived from

the ownership of land." What one pays for the use of a
~

durable good of any kind owned by another may also be oalled
rent.
The Sixteenth Amendment provides atnply for the taxation
of rent alld royal ties, but to make sure that

1'0

yaltie sand

rentals are definitelY taxed, the statute defines income as
including "gains, profits and inoome derived from *** deal
..,
ings in property. whether real or personal, grOWing out at
the ownership or use of or interest in such property***also
from gains or profits and income derived from any souroe
whatever." 2
..,
Beginning with the 1921 Act, income from sources within
the United States is described as fOlloWS,
"Rentals or royalties from property located in the United
States or from any interest in such property, including
1.
2.

"Outlinex of Eoonomios" Richard T. J.:;ly p. 402
1928 Act, Section 22 Ca)

"1"1.

rentals or royal ties for t b:t use of or fo r the privilege
of using in the United States. patents. oopyrights. seoret
processes and formll1as, goodJill.

trade-marks~

franohises, and other 1ike property.D

trade brands,

1

Bot only is the income from rentals and royalties taxed in
the hands of indiViduals, but corporations, trusts, and
estates, are taxed in the same fashion.
True rents and royalties are never exempt because they are
rents and royalties.

SaVing as a result of income from met

and royalty is not taxable.~ihenever an organization. which
is tax free, receives income in this form. such income. of
course, is tax free also.

Indians are exempt from the tax

on lands allo,ted them from the goverlJlBllUlt beoause they are
wards of the government.
Ordinary rent for the use of real property is generally
paid in monthly installments according to the desires of the
property holders.

Taxpayers who acoount fo~noome on the

oosh basis shOUld account for it in the year in whioh it was
reoeived. and the taxpayers who account for inoome on the
aoorual basis should %eport such income in the year in whioh
it was earned.
Rent does not neoessarily have to be paid in cash in
order to oonstitute inoome.

The awner of farming land oten

rents out part of his farm in return for a share of the orops.
The val ue of suo h cr 0 pie the t axab Ie income when th e
commodities have been sold for cash.

This is neoessary due

to the faot that it is diffioult tt estimate the fair makket
1.

1928 Act, Seotion 212 and 119 (a) (4)

'18.

value on farm products.

Sometimes a tenant may pay rent in

the form of merchandise which is aocounted for on the basis
of fair market value.

In such instanoes the amo un t of

merchandise is generally agreed upon before the contract is
complete.

If the rent is paid with a promissory note, such

note oonstitutes inoome on the basis of market value.

If the

note is discounted. the discounted value is the basis for
taxable income.

When the note is paid. if paid for more than

it was disoounted for, the excess amount colleoted fv.r the
previous reported amount. is also taxable inoome.
Ordinary inoome from royalties is as simple in the
computation for income

t~

punJoses as ordinary rent.

The

simpliest example is that of the author who receives from a
publisher royalty income for his book.

The author acoounts fir

his income as it is reoeived. except in unusual cases where the
author accrues his inc ome.

A payment made outrigh t fo r a

a.ory is oonsidered more in the light of a compensation for
personal servioes, but it has been reoently hald that royalties
derived from nthe sale, leasing or renting of the intelleotual
~

proauct n of an author are not for personal services. but for
...

the UBe or sale of property, thus are excluded from earned
income.

Income from the sale of oartoons. articles, etc ••

to a publishing syndicate, may be ei ther regarded as
compenjation or myalties beoause payments are based upon the
result of the operations of the syndlcate.
The cost of copyrights, patents, and similar property
are returnable to the owner free of tax.

For simplicity

purposes, the law has set the rate for tax exemption at
$1,000.00, thus, if an invention cost $1,000.00 to develop,
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the first $1,000.00 received in royalties are tax free.
The au.hor who spends money for research material,
stenographio services. etc., may deduct same from the
first royalties provided they reach $~,OO.OO, but he is
not permitted to deduct the amount of his liVing expenses
while writing the bOOk.
The true owner of the income is taxable, regardless of
who actually reoeives the royalties or the rent, provided
the recipient is specified by the owner.
Aooording to the economist, rent,
return for the use of a capital good.

~lke

interest. is a

The rent of a farm

or store inoludes a retarn for the use of bUildings and
improvements as well as the land'.

The eoonomist does not

consider reoyalties or merge them along With rent as it is
found in the revenue acts or in the

00

art decis ions.

is no distinction made between the rent of a house

01'

boat or some other real property in the revenue acts.

There
a
The

economist generally considers rent from a narrow standpoint.
Inoome from Dealings in Property
This is the final type of income which is considered tax
able.

Income from dealings in property results in trading

operations.

The first type of incomE) consi,del'ed was that from

personal services or earned income. wnich was followed by
unearned incoiPe. whioh inoluded
and royalties.

divid~ndst

interest, rents,

The most CODDllon type of income under this

fina~

classification, is that which ariees as a result of a sale
of product by the manufaccurer, the disposition of the wares
of a shopkeeper, and the sale by a non-trader of a share of
stock or a bond, at a price higher than cost.

It is fhe

eo.
Purpose of the f0110\l'Jing discussion to detemine how the
amount of taxable income is realized from transactions in
various types of property.
The basis fo r the determinati on of the gain 0r 1086
reali ze d in the transaction or sale of prop erty acc ording to
the 1928 Revenue Act, is the excess of the amount realized
therefrom over the basis provided in the ad juste·d basis, and the
loss shall be the exoess 0 f suc·h basis over the amount realized.
When other types of property are given in exchange for
a different type. it is more difficult in asoertaining the
gain or loss from such transaction.

~he

law compels a tax

payer to include income from this type of transaction al
though the proceeds are not represented in cash.

It may be

stated generally that under the 1924. 1926. and 1928 Acts.
every transuction involving a sale or disposal of property
resul ts in taxable gain or deductiale loss unless the law
prOVides for its exclusion.

~he basis of a sale has a

.

practioal element only when assooiated With the prooeeds of
the transaction, and it is not necessaxy that such proceeds be
in cash in order for same to be considered taxable.
~he

general basis for the computa.tion of gain or 108s as

a result of a trading transaction is the cost. and
such property is aoquired after February
must be cost.

~roperty

2S~

~

if

1913, the basis

acquired prior to March I, 1913, would

be considered at the market value at that date.
Another basis which may be used to oompute cost is the
adjusted basis.
for

For example. if an individual buys a wagon

t50.00. but must spend $10.00 for repairs. the basis for

the computation of gain. if' b8 sold it for $SO.OO is not

81•
• 50.00, but $60.00, thus the net income would only be $20.00.

If the individual did not sen the wagon immediately, but
used it for a year, and charged off to depreciation $20.00,
then sold the w2gon at the end of the year for 050.00. he
would account for income of tlO.OO, because anything over
$40.00 would be considered income to the owner of the wagon.

Most of the problems arising from the proper basis arise in
connection with the adjustments necessary in order to find
the cost of the property at the time of the sale. The 1928
in
Act provides that/the detennination of net gain or loss.
"proper adjustment shall be made for any expenditure, receipt.
loss, or other item propery chargeable to capital account***"and
"proper adjustment shall be made for any expenditure or item
of loss properly ch argeable to capital account***" 1
also added in the same act that "The basis shall be

It was
di~inished

by

the amount of the deductions for exhaustion. wear and tear,
obsolescence, sma rtization. and depletion. which have si,nce
the acquisition of the property been allowable in respect
of such property under this Act or prior income tax laws. n 2
~he

gain or loss which may result from the sale of

property is baaed generally upon coat and that the proceeds
of a sale or other disposition of property must be compared
with the basis.

This cost must be adjusted both upwards and

downwards in order to establish the basis for income tax
purposes.

Thleadjustment is necessar,r because there may have

been various improvements added which increased the cost of
the propery. while on the other hand there may have been various

1.

2.

1928 Act, Section 11 Cb) 1
1128 Act, Section 11 (b) 2
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decreases. suoh as depreciation. which lowered the cost of
the prope ry.
Inventories
~

business which has been organized for some time generally

has a stack of goods on hand which eonstitutes inventory, end
the value of such unsold merchandise must be teken into
consideration. both at the beginning and at the end of the year.
in order to determine tbe true profit.
inventories will be discussed. first,
which

Congr~ss

The subject of
ul~er

the extent to

has recognized the need of inventories. and

second, the methods employed in the determination of the
value of sllch invento ries.
~he

statutes provide that "Whenever in the opinion of the

Commissioner the use of inventories is necessary in order
clearly to determine the income of any taxpayer, ihventort es
shall be taken by such taxpayer upon such basis as the
Commissioner. with the approval of the Secretary. may prescribe
as conforming as nearly as may be to the best accoWltiDg
praotice in the trade or business and as most clearly reflecting
inoome." 1
~

It was not until December 19i 1917. that a Treasury
Deoision was made that the basis of inventory shOUld be "cost
or market, whichever is lower" instead of compelling the
taxpayer to report on cost basis.
True income cannot be determined without the aid of
inventories and if income rates are based upon net income, it
is necessary that the true
1.

1928 Act, Sec. 22 (c)

ana

fair income be.sis be reported.

83.
~here

are various types of computation of inventory. and t):le

moat common are:
cost basis
basis of cost or market, whichever is lower
market basis
book inventories
basis koO~ID as the "retail method ft
basis of average cost
basis for livestock raiser and other fanners
basis fOl' miners and oil producers,
basis of appraisal
It is... very essential that the correct type of bas'. be chosea
for 1t would be a bad pOlicy to ad opt one basis one yea:r ana
a different one the next. only to find out that neither plan
would be suitable to the type of business engaged in.
mast be adopted to sui t the needs

0

A plan

f the business. a.nd this

basis followed consistently.
There are two' tests which an invento ry basis must conform,
and they are,
1.

the basis shall conform "as nearly as may be to the best
aocounting practice in the trade or business" of the tax
payer, and

2.

the basis shall be tbe one which "most clearly" reflects the
income.

Inventories are to be taken only when the Commissioner deems it
necessary in order that true income may be shown.

The Commiss

ioner has rulea that inventories. both at the beginning ana at
the end of each taxable year

l1

are neeeessary in every oase in

whieh the production, pnRckase, or sale of merchandise is
~l

income-producing factor."
..,

1

The small neighboxhood shops

are not required to keep inventories as the value of their
1.

RegUlation 74, Article 101.

sto~

84.

of goods does not vary a great deal from year to year.

If the

small shop-keeper was oompelled to keep books it woUld enVolve a
greater amount of expenditure for clerical work.

Farmers are

not required to take inventories because they are permitted to
report on the cash basis.
The Begulations state that: ftThe inventory should include
raw materials and supplies on hand that have been acquired for
sale. consumption. or use in productive processes. together with
all finished or partly finished goods.

Only merchandise

title to which is vested in the taxpayer should be included in the
inventory." 1
The g~neral rUle~aid down is that the invenio"
inolude all merchandise owned by the taxpayer.

must

Items are not

to be included in the taxpayer 1 s inventory unless title to the
merchandise is vested in him.

Real estate dealers are not

permitted to tame inventor,y.
Inventories are generally taken by actual physical count
by a means of listing all goods on hand.

The list also contains

a desoription of the goods, the coat, and the number.
The purpose of discussing inventory was to present the
necessity of correct determination of net income which cannot
be accomplished in some types of business Without the listing
of merchandise on hand.

1.

Regulations 74, Article 101

85.
CUP~ER

III.

PEHw1ISSABLE DEDUC ~IOBS FR)M INCOME AS VIDiED BY THE
- :1.928 FEDERAL INCOME ~A.X LAW
~he

third chapter of this thesis has as its purpose

the presentation of the permislsable. deductions from net
income as viewed by the 1928 Federal Income

~ax

Law.

In

the previous chapter, it was attempted to present some
of the economic problems involved in the aetermination of
net income.
It was shown that net income was the amount which
remained after sUbstracting from gross income certain
items called allowable deductions.
It was deemed necessary to aetexmine what constituted
net income before attempting the analysis of deductions.
Income may be both eamea and unearned. and may be received
either in cash or in some other form, in which instance.
detexmination of fair valuation is the prime factor.

th~

The

aetermination of income is a complicated problem, constantly
subject to the supervision of the Oommissioner of Internal
~evenne

and the Treasury Boardrs decisions.

One must bear in mind that the purpose of this thesis ...
is to present first, a background of good taxation theory as
held by the leading economists of the world, second, to
compile a historical development of the Federal Income Tax laws
in Unitea States, and lastly, to deal with some of the economic
problems involved in the detexminaticn of taxable income as
viewed by the 1928 Revenue Act.

86.
The statute provides for the deduction of

"All the

ordinary and neoessary expenses paid or incurred during the
taxable year in carrying on any trade or business. including
a re6sobable allowance for salaries or other oompensation for
personal services actually rendered; traveling expenses {in
cluding the entire amount expended for meals and lodging' while
away from

ho~e

in the pursui t of a trade or business; and rentals

or other payments required to be made as a condi tion to the
continued use or possession for pUlJJoses of the trade or business
o1r property to which the taxpayer has not taken or is not
taking title or in which he has no equity."
Unde~

1

all the Revenue Acts. Corporations are permitted

similar deductions as individuals.

Beginning with the 1918

Act, the provision dealing with these deductions permitted
corporations the S&1e allowances as individuals. except

~or

the

special provision dealing with traveling expenses which is
omitted in the case of oorporations.

The Department, however.

does permit a corporation to deduct traveling expenses.
It has been necessary for a limitation to be placed upon
the term "business expenses."

Persol1vl. family. and living

expenses are not deductible under any of the revenue acts. but
it sometimes difficu.lt to distingui'sh between the various kinds
of expenses.
deduc~ible

The reaeo n why pe rsonal expenses are not

is that single people, as well as married people or

heads of families. are permi tted to deduct a oertain amount
each year which is supposed to cover this type of expenditure.
Capital expenditures are
any of the revuue aota.
1.

+928 Act. Sec. 23 (a)

never allowed as deductions under

8'1.
~he

Treasury Department has taken the stand that if

an expense is to be an allowable deduction, it must meet
three tests, namely.
1.

the expend itu 1'9 must be fo r an exp ense in connection wi th
the maintenance and operation of the taxpayer's business
or business properties.

2.

it must be an ordinary expense, and

Z.

it muat be a necessary expense.

All tho:ee of .these requirements must be present before the
taxpayer will be pennitted to claim the deduotion.

The

Solicitor has held that "Construing the phrase 'ordinary and
necessary expenses' then in the connection in which it is
used. having constantly in View the purpose of congress
to raise revenue, there seems no room for question that the
deduction intended to be allowed is only of the usual or
common and essential or reasonably neoessar,y expenses in
the case of a corporation doing a similar kind and volume
of bus,iness, and, by implicati on, that extrao rdinnry or
unnecessary expenditures in the maintenance or operation
of the business or properties are excluded."

1

In order to olaim the deductions, the business expense
must be incurred by the taxpayer who claims the deductions.
A person who owned the entire stock of a corporation was
refused pennission to deduct these expenses of the corporation
from his own aocount even though the indiVidual advanced the
funds necessary for the payment of the expenses.

rn the case

of partnerships, no indiVidual partner may deduot any expense
oocured in the operation of the partnership from his personal
income tax return.

1.

~

o.

1045. C. B. Z. 133.

...
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~he

amount of money expended for "ordinary and necessary"

expenses has a controlling f'actor in the deduction for returns.
Any large amounts which seam nnusualy are not permitted to be
deduoted.

~his

rUling was made neoessary in order to prevent

the incurring of expenses in large amounts so that the income
for the year may be materially reduced for income tax purposes.

In each case the problem of deductions depends upon its
own faots and oircumstances.
may be

permitted~

circumst~lces

In some instanoes a deduction

while the same kind of expense under other

would not be allowed.

~.

Solicitor has held

w***expenses derive their character not from the funds out of

..,

which they are paid t but from the pu.rpos es fo l' which they
are incurred.

1

Expenses which are inoUl'red in illegal transactions are
not permitted to be deducted as expenses.

~he

Boara has held

"We doubt if business men generally would concede that
"

bribery and ~ing are ora,inary and necessary business acts.
If they are not, then the costs of bribes and lies are not
ordinary and neoessary business exepnses.

,'ie do not believe

that it is in the interest of sound public pOlicy that the
commission of ill*gal acts should be so far proteced or
reoognized that their ,oost is regarded as a legitimate and
proper deduotion in the compu tation of net inoome under the
Revenue Acts of the United States."
...

2

In order that

deductions may be properly taken. it has been held that such
deduotions are to be taken in the year in which the expenditure
occured.

The same ruling applies when the acconnts are kept

on the oash or aocrual basis.
1.

2.

88~ C. B.
Backer~ et al.,

S. O.

4. 119

1

T.B.~

214; 1

B.~.A.

542

It is sometimes difficult to distinguish between personal t
family. and living expenses from business expenses.

The

distinction is based upon the cil'cumstances that give rise
to it.

hent is neither a personal nor a business expense.

Ita

deductibility depends upon the puxpose for which the expenditure
was incurred.

Rent paid by a

not deductibel, but if the

t~payer

taxpa~r

for his residence is

uses part

as his office, such portion of the rent

as

of the residence

may be attributed

to the office is considered deductible.
By way of summary t only such business expenses as are
ordinary and necessary are included in the prov.lsion for
deduo ti on.

It is essenti al to, di fterenti ate between expenses of

andiness and personal expenses and

be~Neen

business expenses and

capital expenditures.
Deductions for Interest
The business man who pays interest on borrowings considers
such an item as business expense. 'and, therefore. dec1uctable
from the gross income of his business.

It can be said, in

general, that the revenue acts have adopted the business man IS
concepti on of interest paid on bo rrowings.

It has been shown

that the, taxpayer may deorease his gross income by the
deduction of necessary and ordinary business expenses, and if
there had not been a provision for the aeducti on of interest
in the revenue aots, the provision made for expenses would
justify the inclusion of interest in this oatagory.
!'fhe 1928 Aot p roviies I'AIl interest paid

0

r acorued wi thin

the taxable year on indebtedness, exoept on indebtedness
incurred or oontinued to purohase or carry obligations or
securi ties (other than obligations of the, Uni tec1l States

90.

issued after September 24. 1917, and originally sUbscribed
for by the taxpayer) the interest upon whioh is wholly exempt
from taxation under this title."

1

"'J.l interest psid on inaebtedness. wi th one exception,
is considered deductible.

It is not neoessary that such

botrowings be made for business purposes in order that they
oan be aeducted.

An ina iVi dUal

m~

borrow money to )jake a

trip for pleasure puxposes. or household furniture, and the
interes t paid on such amount is consid ered deduc t ible.

The

exception previously mentioned, it that interest paid on
money borrowed to pamchase tax free securities is held taxable.
It has been hel d t hat the taxpaye r must :report the interest
paid or aocrued in accordance with the system of bookkeeping used.
The taxpayer who changes the system of bookkeeping from the
cash to the accrual basis during the taxable year. may not
deduct interest which accrued in a prior year, but whioh was
paid anring the present year.

This ruling came about as a

.

result of the fact that the Department did not want taxpayers
to change their system of accounting without per.mission, and
if such changes were made. the taxpayer must be required to
pay the cost for same.
DiseoWlt may be looked upon as prepaid interest, and, there
fore. considered deductible.
The Revenue

Acts~ave

accepted the business man's Viewpoint

of interest expense, and have pennitted its deduction from
gross income.

~here

is only one exoeption, however, and that

is. if interest is paid or aocrued in order to purchase or carry
tax-em,mpt seourities.

It is now proper to consider the thir ttpe of deductions
whiCh are permitted to be deducted from a taxpayer's gross
income.

It has been shown that business expenses are not the

only class of expenditures that the taxpayer may use in
arriving at net taxable income.
Deductions for Taxes
It is first necessary to understant what is meant by
taxes.

Taxes are generally said to be assessments which are

imposed to meet gaaeral governments! demands. and which go
into a general tax fund.
The p rovisi on in the 1925 Aot fo r the deduction of taxes
for

individuals r co !porati ons. partue rships, estates and

trusts. are

1e) "Taxes Generally.--Taxes paid or accrued within the taxable
year except.
(1)

income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes imposed b:: the

authority of the United States:
(2) so much of the income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes

imposed by the authority of any foreign oountry or possession of
the United States as is allowed as a credit against the tax
under section 131; and
(3)

taxes assessed against local benefits of a Itnd tending to

increase the value of the property assessed;***
For the purpose of this subsection, estate, inheritance, legacy,
•

and succession taxes aoorue on the due date thereof, except
as otherwise prOVided by the law of the jurisdiction imposing
such taxes, and shall be allowed as a deduction only to the
estate.
(d)

Taxes of Shareholder Paid by Corporation.--The deduction

for taxes allowed by subsection (c) shall be allowe4

92.

oorporation in the oase of taxes imposed upon a shareholder
of the oorporation

upo~

his interest as shareholder whioh are

paid by the oorporation without reimbursement from the
i~arehnlder.

but in such oases no deduction shall be allowed

the shareholder fo l' the amount of such taxes. 11 1
All"taxes paid or accrued wi thin the taxable year't

are pemi tted

to be deduc ted exoept;
1.

Income and profit taxes of the United States.

2.

Sach income and profit taxes of a foreign country or of a
United States possession as are allowed as oredits against
the tax

3.

AS8xsaments for local benefits.

The phrase "paid or accru.ed" has been inserted in order to make
the taxpayer aooount for bis taxes paid in accordance with the
method of acoounting used.
Ordinarily. the deduction for taxes may be taken only by
the person upon whom the tax is imposed, if such person paye the
tax.

For convenience. the olassification of taxes is generally

made into three diVisions, namely.
1.

Taxes paid to a foregin

~

sove~gnty

or to a United States

possession;
2.

Federal taxes;

3.

Itate and local taxes.

Foreign taxes.
Taxes imposed by a foreign government or hy a possession
of the United States on a citizen. resident. or

dOl~estic

corporation are. exoept for local benefits. considered deductib!.e.
Federal taxes
Federal taxes may be considered as deductible or non

93.
deductible.

The statute permits the deduction of all federal

taxes except income and profi t taxes.

Interest paid on

deliQ.uent taxes is also 4educt ible, but this amotlIlt would be
considered deductible under interest if the interest were not
permitted to be an expense in this instance.
State and local taxes
•
As regards state taxes, it may @e generally stated that all
state taxes may be considered deductible.

There is only one

exception as regards local tax exemption. and that is, the case
where the tax is imposed for a "local benefit".
...

In all other

instance., local taxes pala or accrusd are considered deductible.
By way of a sho rt summa r.v, taxes are permit ted deduct ions

from gross income except in three instances, federal income
and profit taxes, lecono. ass·~ents for local benefits. and
lastly, such income and profi t taxes payable to foreign countri es
or to possessions of the United States as may be taken as
credits against the amount of income tax due the Uni ted States.
There are some taxes which are in reality only fees, and a
fee is not oonsidered as a1edootible as tax, but if it is
inc urred as a result of a business activity. such may be
deducted as business expenses.

In general. it may be state ••

that all taxes are usually pezmitted to be deducted from
glfo.ss income.
Deductions for losses
Due to the fact that some people engaged in business
suffer losses as a result of their activity. or that indiViduals
who own some real property

m~

have same stolen, the Revenue

Acts have reoognized such losses as expenses and the amount
of such losses
are part

m~7

be deducted from gr08S income.

Such losses

94.

revenue acts have reoognized them as such.

Under this discussion

of losses. enly the ordinary losses XKBBKB are considered at
present. losses for bad debts, depreciation and others are
reserved

fo~'

future reference.

The 1928 aot states that an individual may deduct
"losses sustained during the taxable year and not compensated for
by insuranoe or otherwise-
( 1)

if incurred in a trade or business; or

(2)

it incurred in any transaction entered into for profit,

though not connected with the trade or business; or
(3)

of property not c onnectel3 wi th t he

trad~

loss arises from fires. storms. shipwreck,
from theft."

o~'

or business, if the
other casualty, or

1

In order that a noncorporate taxpayer be pennitted to

deduct a loss it muat have arisen or been incurred
1.

"in traQe or business, or 2

2.

in any transaotion entered into for profi t (even though not

connected with
3.

taxpay~rlB

trade or business); 3

in connection with property not connected with trade or

business, if the loss resulted from fires. starns, shipwreck,
,ather casualjy.

01'

theft. II

4

The question na.w arises as to whom may be permitted to
take the deductions for losses.

The statutory provisions are;

(a) indiViduals (citizens and residents) 6
,

,.

(b) domestic corporations, joint-stock companies, and associations. 6
1.
2.
3.

4.
6.
6.

1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928

Act,Section 23 (i)
act.Section 23 (e)
~ct.Secti~n 23 (I)
Act,Section 23 (i)
~ct. Section25 (e)
Act,Section 25.(f)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(5)

(c) Nonresident alien individuals. 1
Cd) Partnerships. 2
'e} Estates and trust 3
Losses which are not compensated for by insurance or
otherwise, may be d ed ucted in t he taxable year in whi ch ttwy
occured.

The deduction for business expenses. taxes. and

interest must be taken in the year in which it was paid or
accrued.

Losses are seldom " pa id ll t and it is difficult to

decide when a loss waa sustained or incurred, especially
in cases involving litagation.

The accounting method or

basis of computing income affects the time as of which losses
may be taken.

Very often the Commissi. oner permits losses to

be deducted in periods other than which they were sustained.
D8illgt1g~:lil
~he

fQr

BAn

Den.:t,s

revenue acts

mf~e

special provision for the deduction

of bad debts .rather than include them wi th deduction for losses.
The profision reads as follows:
• In oomputing net income the re shall be all owe d as ded ucti ons : ***

...

nDebts ascertained to be worthless and charged off with in the
...,

taxable year ( or, in the discretlon of the Commissioner. a
reasonable addtion to a reserve for bad debts); and when sat
isfied t ha t a debt is recove ra.ble only in part, the
Commissioner may allow such debt to be charged off in part." 1
The requisite fa r the d educ tion
that such a debt exists.

0

f

b ad debts must be

.

~he fact that a taxpayer considers

a debt to exist does not constEtue its deduction. there must be
some enforceable personal legal obligation eXisting.
1.

1928 Act. Section 23 'j)

There

96.

rests upon the taxpayer the responsibility for the attempt to
collect a debt by t eking reasonf.'b Ie and ordinBry steps to
collect, and the taxpayer must be prepared to present some
~he

evidence of an attempt to meet this responsibili ty.

failure to attempt to collect may be regarded as a voluntary
discharge of the debt, or as a gift to the debtor.
Bad debts must be distinguished from losses.
important for
1.

~~o

This is

reasena, namely,

Bad debts are deductible only in the year in which they are

charged off, while losses are deductible in the year in which
they are sustained. and
2.

ThetUauctibility of bad debts is closely related to the

aooounting system, while the ductibility of losses is quite
independent of this fact.
In the ease of the Electric Reduction Co., vs. Lewellyn, the
Court held "Oongress doubtless had in mind
between a loss and a worthless debt.

%k

a distinction

Every worthless debt is

a loss, but not every loss is a worthless debt.

~very

worthless

debt is allowed as a deduc tlhon if it is ascertaine d to be
wo.rthless and is charged off within the taxable year.

So far

as allowance as a deduction is concerned. a loss and a
worthless debt amount to the some thing if the latter is
charged off in time."

!

The voluntary canoellation of a debt is regarded as a gift
and may not be deducted as a bad debt to the creditor nor
reported as income by the debtor.
In order that a bad debt

m~

be deducted as such, in

addition to it being definitely determined as a bad debt. in
the books of account. same must be charged off.
1..

Electri c

~_d~ucti on

COe_.-----.Ya.

Lewe.llYIL~l

The

actua~

Fad-A~ J_""~3

I

writing off of the debt must be, done in the year in which the
oredit is to be taken.

The Board has held that only items

which have been charged on may be permi tted to be charged
off.

When the taxpayer keeps books of regular account. the

eviienoe of this oharging off should be shown 1n books of
p rope r aceO unt.

The 1928 Act pazmits a deductiolUl for reserve for bad
debts at the discretion of the Commissioner.

This step is

a rather belated one in t re opinion of acoountants. who have
held that reserve for bad debts is in line with good acoounting
practice.

In determining the amount of the reserve for bad

debts, the individual experience of the firm is usually
followed.
By way o,f summary. b ad debts are deduc tib~ in the year
when they are ascertained to be uncollectable and written off
the books of the taxpayer.

D1£ficulty is socetimes encountered

in determining whether a debt is really deductible.

Debts

secured by collateral may not be written off until the collateral
is sold and the difference betweml the two is determined.

It

may be said that the revenue acta have reali.ad the necessity for
the deduction of bad debts because of good business policy and
the fairness of ascertaining net inoome for taxation purposes.

98.

It has been previously pointed out that net inoome is
th~esult

of certain statutory deductions from gross income.

With certain exeeptions, deductions consists mainly of business
expenses and losses.

~he

deduotions presented before have been

of this nature, and it is now proper to deal with

permissa~l.e

deductions due to the decline in value of property employed
in the taxpayer's trade or business. suoh deoline being Que
to physical deterio;:retion. wear and tear through use in suoh trade

or business.
The 1928 Act oonteins a provision pennitting deductions
for depreciations:
"Depreciation. -A reasonable allowance fo r the exhausti on. wear

...

and tear of property. used in the trade or business. inoluding
a reasonable allowance for obselescence***" 1
The depreciation provisions of the statute are not intended
to cover all causes for decline in valuation of business property.
Declines which are ordtuarily gradual are covered by depreoiation
allowance, but sudden changes in the manufacture of machinery
which would necessitate the dest:roying of present equipment and
selling same a* a loss. such would be deductible as a loss.
not as depreciation.
The determination of the property subject to depreciation
as viewed by the statues is not to be restricted to anyone kind
of pr1operty, but to both tangible and intangible property.
In order to claim depreciation-deduotion. the tangible property
must be of such a nature that "it is subject to wear snd

tear~

Intangible property which has a definite duration of potential
usefulness is

enti~led

to the depreciation allowance.

In the determination of the amount of depreciation to be
1.

1928 Act. Section 23 (k)

99.

allowed, the Department has state "***The proper allowance
for such depreciation of any property used in the trade or
business is that amount which should be set aside for the
taxable year in acoordane with a reasonably consistent plan
(not necessarily at a uniform rate) Whereby the aggregate of
the amounts so set aside, plus the salve@e value, will .. at the
end of the useful life of the property in the business, equal
the basis of the property···- 1
~here

the amount,

'"

must be two known factors in the determination of
n~lely.

1.

The "basis" or capital sum to be replaced,

2.

The length ox duration of the useful life of the asset.

~he

basis 4,es not necessarily have to be cost.

If the property

was acquired before March 1, 1913, the 1928 Act provides that
the basis shall be the cost or the value as ~ March 1, 1913,
whichever is greater.

If the basis is unknown, there can be

no penlitted depreciation deduction.

The adjusted basis is the

oapital sum. over and above scrap value, which temains intact
du.ring the depreciable asset's useful life in the business.
The Department, in the determination of the length ox duration of
the usefUl life of the asset, stated "The term 'useful life l ***
is interpreted to mean the period' of time ovex which an asset
may, be used for the purpose for which it was acquired." 2
Depreciation allowance grew out of the fact that many assets
employed in trade cr business become less valuable as a result of
their use in the trade of business.

The measure of depreciation

depends upon the type of asset. but such depreciation must be
reasonable.

1.

R

2.

0

The object of the all~~ce is to enable the taxpayer

100.

to recoup himself of the loss secured while
in

* trade

us~ing

the asset

or business.

Closely retated to cepreciation is that deduction known
as depletion.

The theory of allowance for depletion ia that

capital represented by natural resouces embraces a certain
quantity/and this quantity is reduoed by exploitation or removal,
the production of capital is

corre8pondiI~ly

reduced.

The 1928

Act deals with depletion allowance thoroughly, and the general
purpose of the depletion deduction in well stated in the
Regulations: "The essenoe of these provisions of the act is that
....

the owner of mineral deposits, Whether freehold or leasehold,

shall~

within the limitations prescribed, secure through an aggregate
of annual depletion and depreciation deductions the return
of either the cost of his property, or the value of his property
on the basic date plUS, in either case, subsequent allowable
capital additions***but not including land values for purposes
other than the extraction of minerals." 1

Depletion allowances

are granted to indiViduals and corporations alike.
The basis upon which depletion is allowed in prOVided for
in the 1928 .Act, which states "The basis upon which depletion is
to be allowed in respect to any property shall be the same as is
provided***for the purposeK of detenlining the gain or lOBS upon
the sale or other disposition of such property."

2

the cost or

fair market value are the two bases which may be used in the
determination of depletion allowance.
Depletion allowances± are permitted in businessswhidh deal
in the exhaustion of natural resouxces. such as mihes, oil and
gas property. and timber proper)i.
1.
2.

Regulations 74, Article 22l
1928 Act, Section 114 (b)

The problem of depletion is

,01.
in the determination of valuations upon which depletion may
be measured!.
The last type of allowance to be considered is that of
to
dOI1stions Inadel~u. chari t~. Chari table contributi ons are no t
deductible by corporations and associations unless the donations
are considered "ordinary and necessary" business expenses.
rule governing the amount of donations

per~itta8x

The

to be deducted

is ~hat the contributions must not exceed 15% of the goneers
net income before the amount of contributions is taken into
consideration.

The time of deduction is governed by the

accoilllting methods regularly employed by the taxpayer.

The

Comraissioner hands out rules regarding the deductions of this
nature in otder that

e~asion

of taxation may not occur.

102.

Oonclusion
~he

purpose of this thesis has been to present some of

the economic problems involved in the 1928 Revenue Act based
upon a background of the Ristorical development of the federal
income tax laws in the United States.
~he

Civil War Revenue ~cts, covering a period of sevoral

years aftex the war, were the first federal income taxes to be
levied in this country.
pol~administrative

Their failure was due chiefly to the

system, and the fact that the people did not

realize that it was a

more~uitable

failure of the Civil 'iar

and just taxation.

inco~taxes

The

point out that if an

income tax is to succeed} it must be supported by a strong
aaministrative system so that the tax evasion will not be too
great.

~he

series of Civil War Income taxes were later repealed

,

due to the improved financial condition of the country and the
untavorable attitute of the people toward this fon1 of

tax~ion.

Later on when the ffederal Government xealized that it must

.

)

find a new source of revenue other than that of tariffs, it
again turne d to t he income ta.x.

~his

was in 1894.

This law,

was held to be unconstitutional because it was a direct tBX)lVY\~
therefore could not be levied without consti tutional amendment.
Oongress then gegan the work for the ratification of the
Sixteenth .Amendment, which ocoured in 1913,.
Wi th the ratific ati on of the Sixteer..th .amen.dment a
series of revenue acts have been passed which have prepared
the way for the highly developed system of revenue return
which our country has to-day.

Each succeeding act has added

improvements, explained what may be income t what consti tu.ss
income under laws, and,

hOVl

the concept of deductions may be

"~.

conceived in order that a true basis for net income for
~

taxation may be secured.
The conception of income by the economist is different
from that of the accountw1t or that type of income as aeld
by the courts

~~

(]/Y\.~

thraQgk the revenue acts.

Income,under the

revenue acts'is what the courts have decided it to be.

The

courts, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. the Board of
Tax Appeals, all have agreed upon income and what constitutes
income under the revenue acts.

Their decisions are often very

narrow, but it is necessary for the mles to be rigid so that
people will not attempt to evade the taxation of their income.
Certain penalties have been created for the evasion of federal
income taxation which have aaused people to be extremely careful
in reporting their net income for taxation.
~he

unfavorable a ttl tude of the people which existed after

the Civil War toward the taxation of incomes has practicallY
disappeared due to the fact that the people have become conscious
of the desirability of the taxation of incomes in preference to
property taxati on.

The growing favor IiIf income taxa tion is

evidenced by the fact that many states in the union have
adopted or proposed some form of inoame taxation.

~he

fact that

the rates of taxation may be varied aooording to the requiremmlts
of the governmental unit is one ot its most favorable featuxea.
The amowlt of revenue secured by this means is constantlY
increasing in importance.

The property taxation requires the

reassessment of property frequently. while there is no need for
this administruti ve feature in t he levying of income tax.

104

~he

future of income tax appears to be favorable because

of its elasticity, its productivity. its

diversity~

of administration, and las tly. its justness.

its ease
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